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Abstract
Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are sub-millisecond bursts of the highest nat-
urally occurring light-energy found within Earth’s atmosphere. TGFs are associated with
the electric fields produced in thunderstorms and are geolocated by coincident sferics from
lightning strokes. Though billions of lightning strokes occur globally each year, fewer than
1,000 TGFs are detected via satellite and ground-based sensors and only a small fraction
are geolocated via sferics.
To date, few studies have focused on individual thunderstorms and climates that pro-
duce TGFs. This dissertation examines TGFs from two differing data samples: 1) NASA’s
Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (2013-2018) and 2) The TGF and Energetic Thunder-
storm Rooftop Array (TETRA-II) (2016-2019) as a means to identify influences of climate,
topography, and electric and atmospheric conditions that produce TGFs.
Getis Ord Gi* and Anselin Moran’s I spatial cluster analyses reveal several statistically
significant cluster patterns of the 1,341 sferic-associated TGFs detected in tropical latitudes
by Fermi. Clusters tend to occur in coastal areas heavily influenced by land-sea interaction.
A disproportionate number of Fermi TGFs (65%) occur over ocean, where lightning is
infrequent. Additionally, TGFs in this sample do not necessarily coincide with the highest
lightning dense regions, suggesting the production of TGFs require a specific atmospheric
conditions rather than occurring as a ratio function of lightning activity.
TETRA II detected 20 sferic-associated TGF events across three detector arrays in
tropical and subtropical climates. An examination of lightning frequency within 10 km of
TETRA II indicates that events occur within mature thunderstorm cells exhibiting both
high and low frequency lightning flash rates (1-46 flashes/min) within <5 minutes of a
lightning jump or peak lightning activity. An examination of TETRA II events occurring
within the NEXRAD monitoring region reveals that events occur within moderate to severe
multi-cell and squall line thunderstorms with updrafts persisting in a range of mixed-phase
cloud altitudes (8km-15.5km). One low-altitude, cold-weather event confirms a probable
x
satellite detection bias as proposed by Chronis et al. 2016. NEXRAD-monitored events
occur within <6 minutes of maximum echo tops and all but one occur nearby a hail cell.
Results from this sample suggest that while no single apparent atmospheric characteristic






Globally, thunderstorms produce over 2 billion lightning strokes per year (Holle et al.,
2016) each with potential to act as powerful particle accelerators. Particle acceleration
initiated by lightning and associated electric fields have been linked to the production
of the rare atmospheric phenomena terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs)(Fishman, 1994;
Celestin et al., 2010). TGFs are sub-millisecond bursts of bremsstrahlung photons, known
as gamma-rays, emitted by accelerated electrons and positrons and are of the highest light-
energy found within Earth’s atmosphere, with energies up to 40 million electronvolts (MeV)
(Cummer et al., 2015; Dywer et al., 2005; Carlson et al., 2007; Lopez, 2009; Briggs et al.,
2010; Marisaldi et al., 2015).
TGFs were inadvertently discovered in 1994 by the Burst and Transient Source Exper-
iment (BATSE) aboard the Compton Gamma-ray Observatory (CGRO) (Fishman, 1994).
Shortly after discovery, TGFs were thought to be connected to thunderstorms (Fishman,
1994) and have since been associated with individual lightning strokes via very low fre-
quency radio atmospheric (sferic) observations (Stanley et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006;
Lu et al., 2010; Shao et al., 2010). Several satellite detection efforts exist including the cur-
rently operable Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (Fermi GBM). Satellite-detected events
are predominantly correlated to intracloud (IC) upward lightning (Stanley et al., 2006;
Lu et al., 2010; Shao et al., 2010; Connaughton et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011) and are
presumed to detect only strong events due to atmospheric attenuation of weaker events
(Chronis et al., 2016). TGFs have also been detected at ground-level (Dwyer et al., 2004;
Mallick et al., 2012; Ringuette et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2015; Enoto et al., 2017). The
TGF and Energetic Thunderstorm Rooftop Array (TETRA II) is a ground-based array of
detectors that has detected 22 events over the course of 3 years. Ground-detected events
are generally associated with cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning (Abbasi, 2018; Pleshinger
1
et al., 2019). Presently it is thought that satellite-based and ground-based detectors are
capable of capturing distinct events; upward and downward beamed TGFs.
The discovery of TGF events is relatively new (1994), and consequently, their source
mechanisms and propagation are not fully understood. However, it is commonly believed
they are produced within the electric fields of a thunderstorm. A considerable amount of
research has been dedicated to the physical mechanisms and origins of TGFs, though there
are limited studies analyzing the individual thunderstorms and the climates that produce
them. The spatial resolution of TGFs detected via satellite sensors is coarse, thus limiting
the accuracy of the source location (Briggs et al., 2010), making it difficult to analyze storm
features which is imperative to the understanding of TGF production.
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a geographical and atmospheric per-
spective to the field of study of TGFs by quantitatively describing the geographic and
topographic regions, climate regimes, thunderstorms, and lightning responsible for the pro-
duction of TGFs from differing samples: 1) Fermi GBM satellite-detected TGFs and 2)
TETRA II ground-level TGFs.
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. The first chapter describes global distri-
bution of thunderstorms and TGFs, how electric fields are created in thunderstorms, and
the relationship between electric fields and resulting TGFs. Chapter 2 describes data and
methods used in subsequent analyses. Chapter 3 provides results from a spatial autocorre-
lation cluster analysis for Fermi TGF events. Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated to describing
geographic, convective, and electrostatic influences on the production of TETRA II TGFs.
Concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 6.
1.2 Thunderstorms, Electric Fields, and Lightning
1.2.1 Thunderstorm Development
Generally, the requirements for the formation of a thunderstorm are moisture, atmo-
spheric instability (air parcel warmer than its surrounding environment), and a lifting
mechanism (convection, topographic features, or frontal systems). In a typical thunder-
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storm, there are three stages of development; cumulus, mature, and dissipating.
The cumulus phase is marked by vertical moist advection in an updraft. As air rises, it
cools adiabatically and begins to condense, thereby forming water droplets. The condensa-
tion process releases latent heat allowing for the updraft to continue rising, during which,
water droplets will collide and coalesce into larger droplets that will precipitate or continue
moving upward into the atmosphere. The development of droplets is directly related to
updraft strength and size (Peterson, 2012). Figure 1.1 illustrates the basic components of
a mature thunderstorm cell.
Precipitation within a storm and the associated cool air is known as a downdraft. When
a storm has both an updraft and a downdraft, it has transitioned into the mature phase of
thunderstorm development. Cloud tops of mature thunderstorms are substantially higher
than those in the cumulus phase. Once the droplets in the updraft rise past the freezing
altitude and persist within isotherms between -10◦C and -40◦C (mixed phase clouds, Fig-
ure 1.1), they transform into ice crystals, hail, and graupel. As collision and coalescence
continues above the freezing layer, these particles begin to exchange electric charges.
The dissipating phase occurs when the storm is dominated by a downdraft, eventually
stifling the updraft by cutting off the supply of warm air at the base from the cold air
outflow. The time it takes for a storm to completely dissipate depends on the complex
characteristics of the storm itself. Typically, the more intense the updraft, the longer the
dissipation phase persists.
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Figure 1.1: Cloud Structure of a Mature Thunderstorm.
1.2.2 Cloud Polarization: Electric Fields
Within a turbulent updraft, mixed-phase cloud particles of supercooled water, ice crys-
tals, and graupel collide, thereby exchanging energetic charges. Generally, lighter ice crys-
tals rise within an updraft creating a main positive charge at the upper region of the cloud,
while heavier particles descend creating a main negative charge in the center and base of
the cloud, with a weaker positive charge center accumulating in the lower portion of the
cloud, leading to an idealized “tripole” charge structure. The degree of charge a particle
will carry and the specific cloud charge structure vary based on the depositional growth and
thunderstorm structure, which are determined by atmospheric properties such as the height
of tropopause, ambient air temperature, wind shear, liquid water density, and velocity of




As the updraft persists, the electric charge continues to build. Since air is not a sufficient
conductor of electricity, charges are restricted from moving freely through the atmosphere.
When the charge gradient between the polarized cloud and the oppositely charged ground,
cloud, or air (henceforth: “target”), grows, the insulating properties of the air begin to
break down (ionize), creating a conductive channel by which the charge begins to move
toward the target. This initial step of a lightning flash is called the stepped leader. The
stepped leader attempts to connect with an opposite charge by branching out in different
directions and moving in steps of about 50 meters.
Figure 1.2: Idealized ”Tripole” Structure of a Polarized Cloud. Cite: Williams, et al. 2016
When the stepped leaders are within 50 meters of the target, the electric field can
become strong enough to create channels called streamers (positive or negative). The
connection between the stepped leader and streamer completes the channel and a return
stroke begins. The return stroke is responsible for the drainage of electric charges from the
cloud through the conductive channel originally created by the stepped leader, this stroke
is the visible flash of light that is commonly recognized as lightning.
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Frequently, after the completion of a return stroke, excess charge remains in the cloud,
in which case another leader, referred to as the dart leader, moves towards the target.
Typically, the dart leader travels through the existing channel, moving substantially faster
than the original stepped leader. Similar to the case of a stepped leader, the second return
stroke occurs when the dart leader reaches the target. These secondary return strokes have
less current than the initial return stroke. The leader-stroke process will occur until the
cloud charge is no longer polarized. When the charge is sufficiently drained from the cloud,
the flash is complete.
Initial leaders and return strokes can be detected by optical satellite detectors as well
as ground-based detectors via sferics, whereas secondary leaders and return strokes are
typically too dim to be seen by optical sensors but can be detected via sferics at ground-
level. Streamers are not easily detected by either detection method. In some cases, multiple
TGFs occur within milliseconds of one another and may be associated with the various steps
of a single lightning flash (Dwyer et al., 2005; Abbasi et al., 2017). This is an important
consideration when correlating potential TGF candidates to lightning, as some steps will
be overlooked, which presumably limits the number of TGF/sferic correlations made by
both ground-based and satellite detectors.
Lightning discharge from a polarized thundercloud will connect to an opposite charge,
either on the ground (cloud-to-ground, CG), in the same cloud (intra-cloud, IC), in another
cloud (cloud-to-cloud, CC), or in the air (cloud-to-air, CA). In most storms CG flashes are
preceded by IC strikes by several minutes (Goodman et al., 2005). This is important in
the forecasting of extreme weather and worth exploring potential relationships to TGF
events. While lightning can occur in all phases of thunderstorm development, the majority
of flashes occur in the mature and dissipating phases due to the strength of the updraft
and presence of ice and supercooled water.
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1.3 TGF Mechanisms and Production
As an electric field develops within a thunderstorm, large populations of energetic
electrons accumulate, produced by the mechanism known as relativistic runaway electron
avalanche (RREA) (Gurevich et al., 1992). During RREA, as populations of electrons travel
through the atmosphere at relativistic speeds (nearing the speed of light) they are deflected
by air molecules, causing many of the electrons to lose kinetic energy and break off to form
photons (radiation in the form of gamma-rays), in a process known as bremsstrahlung
(Dwyer et al., 2005; Inan et al., 2006). Electrons are accelerated while simultaneously
emitting bremsstrahlung photons, which are seen as gamma-rays (Dwyer et al., 2005).
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of TGF propagation to a satellite detector.
Figure 1.3: TGF Production and Detected From Satellite Instruments. Credit: Marisaldi,
2015
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RREA is thought to be the main mechanism required for the production of TGFs
(Dwyer et al., 2005; Inan et al., 1996). Two primary theories exist related to the source of
electric fields required for initiation of RREA leading to TGF production: 1—the relativistic
feedback discharge (RFD) model and 2—the lightning leader theory. The RFD model
states that acceleration is initiated in the ambient electric field of thunderstorms, where
the electric field self-sustains RREA. In this theory, lightning is not a requirement for
the production of TGFs (Dwyer et al., 2008; Dwyer, 2012). The lightning leader theory
maintains acceleration occurs in the electric field located at the tip of an individual lightning
leader (Carlson et al., 2010; Celestin et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012; Babich et al., 2015). Each
theory is based on a RREA-like mechanism, but ultimately differ regarding the physical
relationships to lightning and therefore source region estimations (Celestin, 2017). TGFs
in these studies are all associated with individual lightning strokes.
1.4 TGF Thunderstorm Analyses
An intrinsic relationship exists between the atmosphere and the electric fields capable of
producing lightning. These fields are responsible for the initiation of the electron accelera-
tion necessary for the production of TGFs, thus analyses of TGF-producing thunderstorms
are integral to the progression of knowledge on the subject. Though a considerable amount
of research has been dedicated to understanding the physical mechanisms and the origin
of TGFs, there are limited studies analyzing the thunderstorms that produce them.
To date, thousands of TGFs have been collectively detected via satellite by RHESSI
and Fermi, and only fraction have been geolocated to individual sferics due to a wide field
of view (FOV) of satellite instruments. Correlation methods yields the identification of
approximately 800 events per year by Fermi, representing only a minuscule fraction of the
total lightning on Earth (3-4 million strikes per day).
Satellite-detected and lightning-correlated TGFs from both RHESSI and Fermi show
that the geographic distribution of events is greater in tropical latitudes, presumably due
to the greater number of lightning flashes in these regions (Ackermann et al., 2013). This
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disproportionate concentration is likely also due to the lower cloud-top heights in the middle
latitudes and resulting attenuation (Lu et al., 2010), Lightning occurs regularly in the
middle and tropical latitudes, with a vast majority within the tropics (Christian et al.,
2003; Cecil et al., 2014; Albrect et al., 2016). Lightning frequency in the tropical latitudes
is simply due to more frequent thunderstorm activity as a result of increased convection
due to minimal change in sun angle. Satellite-detected TGFs have been associated with a
variety of storm types (Splitt et al., 2010; Chronis et al., 2016).
Analyses of atmospheric conditions of TGF-producing thunderstorms including reports
of an apparent connection to high-altitude tropical thunderstorms (Splitt et al., 2010),
a propensity for higher cloud liquid content (Barnes et al., 2015; Fabró et al., 2015),
cloud ice content (Fabró et al., 2015), or increased convective available potential energy
(CAPE) (Fabró et al., 2015). Two studies reported TGFs originating from organized
tropical systems, one from the eyewall of Hurricane Patricia in 2015 (Bowers et al., 2018)
and the other originating from a rain band in Tropical Storm Andrea in 2013 (Chronis
et al., 2016).
In 2015, the Airborne Detector for Energetic Lightning Emissions (ADELE) flew through
the eyewall of Hurricane Patricia and detected a TGF that was correlated to lightning cor-
responding to a downward beam of positrons. This was the first reported observation of
a TGF associated with a hurricane eyewall, though there have been TGFs detected from
other tropical storms and hurricanes, but are only associated with the rain bands and
mostly during the strengthening phase of the storm (Roberts et al., 2018). The sferic from
this event was also detected by detected by Fermi (Bowers et al., 2018).
In the most extensive thunderstorm analysis to date, Chronis et al. (2016) examined
weather radar of 24 geolocated Fermi events, concluding TGFs in this sample consistently
occur adjacent to high-altitude regions of thunderstorms. Satellite-detected TGFs have
been associated with a variety of storm types (Splitt et al., 2010; Chronis et al., 2016)
In a study of RHESSI TGFs, Smith et al. (2010) analyzed Worldwide Lightning Loca-
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tion Network (WWLLN) flash data in relation to thunderstorm phase during the presence
of TGFs. They correlated 51 TGFs to lightning and of those, 35 occurred when the light-
ning flash rate of the thunderstorm was in a decline. Another RHESSI study by Splitt et
al. (2010) found that cloud-top height of TGF producing storms averaged 15.3 km, which
is a typical height of tropical thunderstorms. The authors suggested that a larger cloud-top
area may be linked to TGF production.
A TGF detected over Tennessee by RHESSI in 2008 was correlated to a negative IC
flash detected by the North Alabama Lightning Mapping (Lu et al. 2010). The associ-
ated thunderstorm was analyzed using NEXRAD radar data, concluding that the event
occurred during a strong updraft and the cloud-top height was between 13 km and 16 km.
Barnes et al. (2015) also analyzed the moisture content of storms associated with lightning-
correlated TGFs detected by RHESSI non-TGF-producing storms concluding that TGF-
producing storms typically contained both ice and water particles, suggesting that TGFs
occur in mixed-phase clouds, which are associated with the mature and dissipating phases
of thunderstorms.
Results from these studies are disparate and due to the complexity of detection and
the varying methods of analysis, there are few concrete conclusions of how and why TGFs
occur in some thunderstorms and not others, and why they only make up a small fraction
of global lightning. It is also still uncertain at what point during a lightning flash that a
TGF will occur. A specific thunderstorm can be analyzed only when the TGF is correlated
to a sferic or when only one thunderstorm occurs within the FOV of a satellite at the time
of detection. Analysis of ground-based detected events can help answer the question if the
satellite bias exists and low-altitude thunderstorms or if TGFs have a propensity for higher
altitude thunderstorms. Ground based detection is also more spatially accurate which can
allow for a more detailed look at properties of thunderstorms.
Ground-based detection efforts are ideal for analyzing TGF-producing thunderstorms
as the (FOV) is narrower and instruments are stationary, constantly monitoring the same
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region(s). Ground-based detection efforts are emerging but are still scarce with only two
formal observation centers: The Telescope Array based out of the University of Utah, which
detected 10 TGF-like events between 2014 and 2016 (Abbasi et al., 2017) and The Energetic
and Thunderstorm Rooftop Array (TETRA I and TETRA II) based out of Louisiana State
University (LSU) in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, which detected 50 TGF-like events between
July 2010 and March 2019. TETRA I was in operation from 2010 to 2013, detecting 28
gamma-ray events associated with lightning activity within 8 km and 5 minutes of each
event (Ringuette et al., 2013). Lightning data at this time were insufficient for geolocation
via sferic associations, limiting comprehensive thunderstorm analysis. TETRA II is an
improvement of TETRA I, with an order of magnitude greater detection sensitivity and





2.1 Data: Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes
2.1.1 Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor TGFs
The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Fermi) is a NASA-operated international
space observatory intended to observe gamma-rays. Fermi has a nearly circular low-Earth
orbit (LEO) of 565 km altitude with an inclination of 25.6◦, confining its FOV to tropi-
cal and low-latitude subtropical regions. TGFs are detected via two instruments aboard
the Fermi satellite; the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and the Gamma-ray Burst Moni-
tor (GBM). The LAT detects photons with energies between 20 MeV and 300 GeV and
the GBM contains 12 NaI (Tl) scintillation detectors and two BGO scintillation detectors
capturing energies between 8 keV and 40 MeV (Meegan et al., 2009). The GBM detects
TGFs as time-triggered events (TTE), allowing for a fine temporal resolution and a detailed
account of each detected photon.
Presently, Fermi detects an average of 800 TGF events per year (Roberts et al., 2018),
though the dataset is inhomogeneous due to improved sensor resolution and search algo-
rithms. The initial detection methods utilized only the GBM NaI detectors before including
GBM BGO. The dataset is uniform after November 26, 2012, including data from both
GBM detectors as well as utilizing online search of TTEs and data comparison to the LAT.
Between July 2008 and July 2016 Fermi has detected over 4,000 TGFs, 1,341 of which
have been geolocated via associations to coincident sferics from lightning. An associa-
tion is made when a sferic is detected within the FOV of Fermi and within 3.5 millisec-
onds (ms) of the TGF. Only associations with a chance probability of ≤1% based on the
WWLLN data within 1000 ms are included (Ackermann et al., 2013). Several TGF events
occur in association with multiple WWLLN sferics and this study, data are filtered to
include one geolocation via WWLLN association per TGF. In the case of multiple asso-
ciations, the sferic closest in time to the TGF is used. Data are available at no cost at
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https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/gbm/.
2.1.2 TETRA II TGFs
TETRA II detected 22 gamma-ray events between March 2016 and March 2019 across
four detection arrays: the campus of Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana;
the campus of the University of Puerto Rico at Utuado, Puerto Rico; the Centro Nacional
de Meteorologia de Panama in Panama City, Panama; and the campus of University of
Huntsville, Alabama (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). Arrays consist of multiple detection boxes con-
taining BGO scintillators capable of detecting energies between 50 keV—6 MeV, each with
a FOV of 8 km. For detailed sensor specification and filtering methods consult Pleshinger
et al., 2019.
Array Location Duration Events
Baton Rouge, LA 3 years 12
(30.41,-91.17)
Panama City, PA 3 years 9
(9.00, -79.58)
Utuado, PR 2.5 years 1
(18.25, -66.72)
Huntsville, AL 2 years 0
(34.72 -86.64)
Gamma-rays detected by TETRA II are considered TGF candidates due to their simi-
larities to satellite-detected events and surpassing the requirements put forth by Tran et al.,
(2015). for events to be considered a TGF: durations ranging from approximately 100 ms to
approx 1.8 ms, energy spectra from 1-6 MeV, and the majority have lightning associations
within several milliseconds. Twenty TETRA II events were geolocated by associations with
sferics within 7 km and 200 ms, using lightning data from the Global Lightning Dataset
(GLD360), the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), and WWLLN (Pleshinger
et al., 2019). TETRA II events are herein referred to as “events” regardless of sferic associ-
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ation. Huntsville did not detect any events over a two-year period, leading to the removal of
detection boxes in 2018. A list of events and corresponding sferic associations are provided
in Table 2.1.
Events are labeled numerically by detection date in the format: year, month, day. If
multiple events were detected in secession the numeric label will be followed by a letter.
For example, the three events occurring on June 24, 2017 will be labelled as: “170624abc”.
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Table 2.1: List of TETRA II Events and Corresponding Geolocation Via Sferic Association. ∗ indicates no data. Events
170707 and 170810b are not correlated to individual sferics, therefore have no coordinate values. TGF: location, timestamp,
counts (number of photons), duration. Sferic: coordinates, lightning data source used, type of lightning, kiloamperes (kA).
Event Location Time (UTC) Counts Duration Lat Lon Source Type kA
160427 Baton Rouge, LA 16:49:25.418 19 100 30.4100 -91.1889 NLDN -CG -111.4
160919 Utuado, PR 18:09:33.762 183 800 18.2763 -66.7136 GLD360 -pol -16.6
170307 Baton Rouge, LA 23:34:30.446 169 700 30.4138 -91.1834 NLDN -CG -66.4
170325a Baton Rouge, LA 15:47:15.270 73 500 30.4114 -91.1774 NLDN -CG -22.3
170325b Baton Rouge, LA 16:02:12.737 29 450 30.4092 -91.1774 NLDN -CG -51.7
170325 Baton Rouge, LA 16:02:12.918 61 250 30.4096 -91.1770 NLDN -CG -32.6
170601 Panama City, PA 01:15:24.179 23 850 9.0320 -79.6289 GLD360 -pol -51.1
170624a Baton Rouge, LA 19:34:50.268 203 1150 30.4096 -91.1770 NLDN -CG -43.5
170624b Baton Rouge, LA 19:34:50.364 48 100 30.4088 -91.1769 NLDN -CG -36.6
170624c Baton Rouge, LA 19:34:50.475 133 400 30.4086 -91.1777 NLDN -CG -32.7
170707 Baton Rouge, LA 22:25:51.186 113 5950 * * NLDN * *
170810a Panama City, PA 14:34:01.703 91 1350 8.9968 -79.5817 GLD360 -pol -139.5
170810b Panama City, PA 14:34:01.684 19 350 * * GLD360 * *
171018a Panama City, PA 17:43:46.565 97 1550 9.0044 -79.6077 GLD360 +pol 55.9
171018b Panama City, PA 17:45:31.545 34 900 8.9902 -79.6088 GLD360 -pol -67.1
171103 Panama City, PA 19:34:30.382 25 350 9.0490 -79.5501 WWLLN * *
171204 Panama City, PA 17:54:50.349 24 1750 8.9984 -79.6166 GLD360 -pol -22.5
180605 Panama City, PA 11:59:21.008 44 650 9.0052 -79.6464 WWLLN * *
180815 Baton Rouge, LA 22:56:43.222 56 950 30.4097 -91.1824 NLDN -CG -25.6
180817 Baton Rouge, LA 13:51:59.767 45 650 30.4132 -91.1834 NLDN -CG -95
181022 Panama City, PA 21:54:00.386 89 1000 8.9759 -79.5921 GLD360 -pol -113.8
190315 Baton Rouge, LA 08:11:21.506 99 500 30.4218 -91.169 NLDN -IC -8.7
2.2 Global Elevation: GLOBE
The Global Land One-Kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE) dataset is a digital elevation
model (DEM) of Earth’s terrain. GLOBE characterizes elevation in meters above mean sea
level with a resolution of approximately 1 km x 1 km. Elevation values range from -407 to
8,752 meters. Islands in the Pacific Ocean that are smaller than 1 km are not represented;
because this dataset is used to asses relationships between elevation and TGFs and zero
TGFs occur over small islands, this data limitation does not affect the analysis (Hastings
et al., 1993).
2.3 Data: Lightning Stroke and Flash Rate Density
2.3.1 Lightning Strokes: GLD360, NLDN, WWLLN
Lightning stroke data were used to geolocate TETRA II and Fermi events to via sferic
association (Roberts et al., 2018; Pleshinger et al., 2019) from multiple sources. Stroke
data are also used to analyze thunderstorm phase and flash rate activity of TETRA II
events.
The GLD360, owned and operated by Vaisala, is a global-scale ground-based network
of sensors geolocated using the time-of-group-arrival (TOGA) method with a minimum of
3 sensors and magnetic direction-finding technology. GLD360 detects mainly CG return
strokes with an 80% detection efficiency and location accuracy of 2-3 km. Also owned and
operated by Vaisala, NLDN monitors over the contiguous United States via more than
100 ground-based sensors, utilizing TOGA and magnetic direction-finding. NLDN has a
detection efficiency of approximately 90% for flashes and 60-80% for individual strokes
with a median spatial accuracy of 100-200 meters. Both GLD360 and NLDN provide data
regarding polarity (-/+), lightning type (IC/CG), and energy values measured in kiloam-
peres (kA). WWLLN is a global-scale ground-based lightning detection network managed
by the University of Washington. Currently, there are over 70 sensors worldwide, uniformly
spaced approximately 3000 km apart, with a detection accuracy of 10 km. WWLLN data
are geolocated using TOGA with a minimum of 5 sensors and provide polarity and en-
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ergy values. The TOGA technique substantially decreases the number of detected strokes,
therefore the actual number of lightning strokes is known to be underestimated.
2.3.2 Data: LIS-VHRFC
Utilized for the analyses of Fermi TGFs in relation to lightning density is the annual
Very High Resolution Full Climatology (VHRFC). The annual lightning climatology was
prepared by Albrect et al. (2016) and is comprised of flash rate density (FRD) data
extracted from the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) from 1998-2013.
The LIS is a instrument that was aboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) from November 1997–April 2015. The TRMM was in Low Earth Orbiting (LEO)
that detected total lightning including IC, CC, and CG flashes between 38◦S and 38◦N,
which makes these data the most robust and reliable for the tropics and subtropics (Cecil et
al., 2012). The sensor is optimized to locate and detect lightning with high-resolution (0.1 ◦
X 0.1 ◦) over a large region (550 km) of Earth’s surface. The FOV is capable of observing a
point for 80 seconds, which allows it to estimate the LFR of storms. The instrument records
the time of occurrence of a lightning event, measures the radiant energy, and estimates the
location (Christian et al., 2003).
The VHRFC gridded climatologies include annual mean flash rate, mean diurnal cycle
of flash rate with 24 hour resolution, and mean annual cycle of flash rate with daily,
monthly, or seasonal resolution. The mean annual cycle of flash rate datasets have both 49-
day and 1 degree boxcar moving averages to remove the diurnal cycle and smooth regions
with low flash rate, making the results more robust. No temporal or spatial smoothing
is applied. This climatology is composed of five datasets and is available at no cost at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5067/LIS/LIS/DATA306).
2.4 Data: Sea Surface Temperature
The optimum interpolation (OI) sea surface temperature (SST) (OISST.v2) is a dataset
of weekly SSTs. Weekly SSTs are produced on a 1◦ x 1◦ raster grid calculated from in-
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situ and satellite SST data. The data are adjusted for biases using methods put forth by
Reynolds (1988) and Reynolds and Marsico (1993). Multiple products are produced from
this dataset including long-term monthly means. The monthly mean values are derived
using linear interpolation of weekly OISST.v2 values to daily fields and averaging over a
month.
2.5 Data: Next Generation Radar
Next-Generation RAdar (NEXRAD) provide reflectivity and reflectivity-derived datasets
from a network of dual-polarization radar towers, only operable in the United States and
U.S. territories. Data products available through NEXRAD Level II are: reflectivity, mean
radial velocity, and spectrum width. These data are detected using Weather Surveillance
Radar - 1988, Doppler (WSR-88D) system, which is a 10 cm wavelength radar that operates
at a frequency between 2,700 and 3,000 MHz. This radar system operates in two modes: 1)
Clear Air Mode which is used when there is little precipitation nearby, and 2) Precipitation
Mode: which uses a faster scan and can track more extreme weather events. Since this
research focuses on TGF events that are associated with lightning, only Precipitation Mode
will be utilized. Each mode consists of nine Volume Coverage Patterns (VCPs). Each VCP
is a series of 360-degree sweeps of the antenna at pre-determined elevation angles and pulse
repetition frequencies completed in a specified period of time (NOAA 2016). This research
will use 5-degree elevations scans unless otherwise noted. Each scan occurs between 2 and
10 minutes.
Data are recorded using Doppler radar antennas, which send a pulse of electromagnetic
energy out into the atmosphere. A schematic of a radar beam is provided in Figure 2.2.
When this energy strikes an object (rain, hail, birds, etc.) the energy is scattered back
to the antenna (reflectivity). The reflectivity value depends on physical parameters of
object hit, such as size and directional orientation. The speed and wavelength of the
returned reflectivity will communicate to the antenna the status of the atmosphere in
terms of precipitation intensity, wind speed/direction, etc. Scans rotate in a revolution
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and once a revolution is complete, the next angle scan begins. Currently, NEXRAD has
dual-polarization, which consists of both horizontal as well as vertical scans. This allows
the radar to identify non-weather targets, differentiate between rain, snow and melting
snow as well as detect regions of hail and areas of heavy rain and debris (NWS, 2015).
Figure 2.1: Schematic of Doppler Radar Beam.
NEXRAD products are used in conjunction with lightning data to analyze the structure
and convective properties of thunderstorms associated with TETRA II events. This study
utilizes base reflectivity (BR) and four derivations of BR: echo tops (ETs), base velocity
(BV), vertically integrated layer density (VILD), and the hail detection algorithm (HDA).
Radar sweeps range from 2-10 minutes, depending on the product. Two radar towers were
consulted for Baton Rouge coverage: KLIX (New Orleans), and KLCH (Lake Charles)
and one tower for Utuado; TJUA (San Juan, PR). Data are provided at no cost by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (https://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/nexradinv/), viewed by the GR2Analyst program provided by Gibson Ridge Software,
LLC (http://www.grlevelx.com/gr2analyst\_2/).
Panama City, PA is the only TETRA II location that does not fall within the NEXRAD
monitoring zone and external radar data for this location are unavailable at this time.
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Consequently, analysis for this location is restricted to lightning flash rate characteristics.
2.5.1 Base Reflectivity
BR is a measure of echo intensity (reflectivity) of an emitted radar pulse, measured in
decibels relative to Z (dBZ), where Z = the reflectivity factor of the returned pulse. This
product is used to interpret parent storm type, individual cell phase, structure, location,
vertical extent, updraft/downdraft regions, and precipitation cores.
2.5.2 Echo Tops
ETs represent the maximum vertical height (kft–converted to km) of BR exceeding
18.5 dBZ and is used to infer strength of updraft regions. Cloud polarization and lighting
production require updrafts to persist in the mixed-phase cloud altitude, between -10◦C
and -40◦C isotherms (Williams et al., 1994) Panama City and Utuado are within tropical
latitudes with little temperature variation and extended troposphere altitudes; estimates
of the mixed-phase layer are between 14.5 km to 16.5 km (Harris, 2000). Subtropical
Huntsville and Baton Rouge have more seasonal and diurnal temperature regimes with
mixed-phase altitude estimations ranging from 8 km to 16.5 km (Harris, 2000). ETs are
also used to estimate horizontal extent of mixed-phase cloud. Cell cores are measured by
homogeneous ET extents exceeding 9 km for warm atmospheres (>15◦C) and 6 km for cold
atmospheres (<15◦C) (Harris, 2010).
2.5.3 Base Velocity
BV identifies the velocity of precipitation in the radial direction relative to the radar
tower. In this study, BV is used as a measurement of the mean forward speed of storm
systems as well as localized winds to identify storm severity, mesocyclonic regions, and
downburst regions.
2.5.4 Vertically Integrated Layer Density
VILD is a measure (gr/m−3) of BR converted into an equivalent liquid water content
value relative to ETs (Amburn and Wolf 1996). Thunderstorm cells with high reflectivities
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relative to their height are frequently interpreted as potential hail cells and as the presence
of hail generally indicates high velocity moist updrafts (Amburn and Wolf 1996).
2.5.5 Hail Detection Algorithm
HDA is a derivation of three radar products: BR, ET, and VILD used as a quantitative
estimation of hail cell regions. Potential hail cells are identified by calculating BR regions
of over 45 dBZ within mixed-phase altitudes. Identified hail cells are categorized by the
probability that the cell is producing hail greater than 0.5 inches, with the probability scale
ranging from 0-100 (low = 0–40, moderate = 50–70, and high = 80–100). The presence of
hail cells are related to updraft velocity relative to precipitation content and is commonly
used as an indicator of thunderstorm strength.
2.6 Method: Cluster Analysis
To identify statistically significant spatial clustering among Fermi TGFs, two spatial
statistical tests are run; Getis-Ord Gi* and Anselin Moran’s I.
2.6.1 Getis-Ord Gi*
The Getis-Ord Gi* (Getis-Ord) statistic is an inferential equation used to identify
statistically significant clusters of high and low values of a feature within a dataset by
quantifying the probability that spatial clusters are random. This statistic relies on feature
values independent of geographic location, however TGFs are point incident data with
no identifying feature value, therefore aggregation of data based on TGF point density
is required to create a feature value. This study utilizes a hexagonal gird to produce a
weighted aggregation feature class based on point density. This study utilizes a hexagonal
grid to produce a weighted aggregation feature class based on point density within a de-
fined distance band. A hexagonal cell is ideal for tessellation of a projected spherical earth
because of its low perimeter-to-area ratio, thereby reducing edge effects (i.e. minimizes the
amount of polygons needed). Hexagonal grids are also more efficient in calculating neigh-
bors equally. Where square grids have two classes of neighbors (edge/vertex), hexagonal
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grid cells have six neighboring cells, each sharing one of the six equal length sides and the
distance between centroids is the same for all neighbors.
In Getis-Ord Hotspot Analysis each feature is part of a neighborhood, which is defined
as the group of features surrounding and including the feature. All the features and neigh-
borhoods combined are referred to as the study area. If a neighborhood is denoted a hot or
cold spot, all of the features within that neighborhood will be marked as such. Essentially,
a hotspot analysis tests each neighborhood cluster against the others in the study area to
quantify the probability that spatial clustering does not occur by chance.
Hotspot analysis is performed within the ArcGIS Pro Optimized Hotspot Tool. This
tool calculates the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic for features in the data set, quantifying the
location and level of spatial clustering of each point in relation to its neighbors and study
area. Every feature within a fixed distance is included, every feature outside that distance
is excluded. A dense cluster of features within a defined distance is a “hotspot” and
features with few neighbors within the defined distance are “cold spots”. Point incident
data is first aggregated to polygons by calculating the number of points per hexagon mesh.
Hexagons with at least one point are used, those with no point data are removed from
calculation. Mesh size is determined by optimization iteration of distances. This tool
utilizes the nearest neighbor method, which assigns a z-value to each point in the dataset.
The Z scores and p-values are measures of statistical significance which decided whether
or not to reject the null hypothesis, which states that the values associated with features
are randomly distributed. A high z-value (standard deviation) indicates potential hot spot
regions, confirmed by neighbors with high values. A corresponding p-value indicates the
chance that the clusters occur randomly. Generally, p-values below 0.05 are considered
statistically significant, meaning that the chance of a cluster of TGFs occurred by random
is below 5%. Input parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Optimized Hotspot Tool.
Data Processing Steps Parameterization





Distance band –Incremental Spatial
Autocorrelation: measures spatial
autocorrelation for a series of
distances and optionally creates a line






Where: where x̄ is the sample mean and s2 is the sample variance
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2.6.2 Anselin Local Moran’s I–Outlier Analysis
Moran’s I statistic for spatial autocorrelation is used to identify where spatial processes
promoting clustering are most pronounced, by quantifying the statistical difference between
all neighborhoods and features. This calculation is completed using the Optimized Outlier
Tool in ArcGIS. This statistic is different from Getis-Ord because it does not consider a
feature to be part of its own neighborhood. By removing individual features from the
cluster group, this test can reveal outliers that were smoothed into the hot or cold spots of
Getis-Ord. For consistency, parameters remain the same for both tests (Table 2.2). There
are five clustering classifications: high-high = hotspot cluster, cold-cold = coldspot cluster,
high-low = hotpot outlier in coldpot, low-high = coldspot outlier in hotspot.
Anselin Local Moran’s I Statistic:
(2.3)
Where: x = attribute of features, i = mean of attributes, = spatial weight between
feature i and j,
and:
(2.4)
Where n = the total number of features
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2.6.3 Zone Classification
WWLLN detection efficiency varies geographically, requiring a need to split study areas
to reflect similar thresholds of efficiency. The study areas are broken into three zones within
25◦ N and 25◦S latitudes based on the relative average efficiency of WWLLN detectors
as described in Hutchins et al. 2007. Hutchins et al. estimated the relative detection
efficiency of WWLLN global lightning strokes over 0.55◦ x0.55◦ pixels and compared each
grid to the best average WWLLN detection efficiency (Figure 2.2a) Hutchins et al., 2012.
The relative detection values are in reference to the energy distribution of a seven day
sample. If a region has a relative detection efficiency of 100 percent then it detected
all stroke energies present in the 7-day network energy distribution. The regions in red
have a stroke detection efficiencies above 80 percent. Most of Central America and the
Pacific Ocean consistently have high detection efficiencies and Central Africa has both low
efficiencies and is inconsistent. Portions of South America are also subject to changes in
stroke density, though TGFs are not detected in this region, so it is disregarded.
Figure 2.2: WWLLN raw stroke density (2011) (a) and WWLLN stroke density corrected
for relative detection efficiency (b). Central Africa is subject to the largest change.
Changes also found in small portions of the Indian Subcontinent, Bay of Bengal and
Australia. Images from Hutchins et. al, 2012.
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Based on WWLLN efficiencies, three zones should be considered separately: The Amer-
icas, Africa, and Asia. Longitudinal separation will consider both WWLLN efficiency as
well as climatological influences.
Zone 1. The Americas: 135oW – 30oW
This region is determined based on homogeneity of WWLLN efficiency and SSTs.
Zone 2. Africa and West Asia: 30oW – 65oE
Longitude cutoff for this region is determined by the relative efficiency homogeneity through
the Atlantic and the climate regimes of Northern Africa and West Asia.
Zone 3. South/SE Asia and Oceania: 65oE – 135oW
Longitude cutoff for this region considers the influence of tropical weather, WWLLN effi-
ciency and is cut off in the Pacific by island landmasses (Polynesia).
2.6.4 Overlay Analysis: SST and FRD
This method compares Fermi geolocated events to corresponding annual mean values of
SST and lightning FRD to determine if Fermi events have a propensity to occur in regions
of similar or dissimilar SST and FRD. To account for the spatial accuracy of WWLLN
lightning stroke data a buffer of 10 km applied to each Fermi data point. Annual mean
SST and lightning FRD datasets are overlayed in ArcGIS Pro with Fermi TGF buffered
geolocations. Each raster cell corresponding spatially to a Fermi event buffer is extracted.
Average SST and FRD are calculated for all events (1,341 for FRD and 869 for SST).
Average values and distributions are calculated for each.
2.7 Method: Lightning Jump Analysis
2.7.1 Spearman Rank Correlations
A Spearman rank (rho) correlation coefficient analysis is completed to determine cor-
relations between event characteristics and lightning distribution, frequency and current.
Due to non-normal distributions, the data violate the assumptions of normality required
of the Pearson correlation coefficient, therefore a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(Spearman’s rho) was chosen. Spearman’s rho is a non-parametric alternative to Pearson’s
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rs = Spearman rank correlation, D = difference between variable ranks, n = number of
observations.
2.7.2 Lightning Frequency and Jumps
Lightning Jumps (jumps) are an abrupt increase in total flash rate of a thunderstorm
(Williams et al., 1999) and are frequently used to infer storm phase and the potential
onset thunderstorm intensification. The relationship between lightning and storm phase
is is related to the rapid growth of the updraft and corresponding growth of the elec-
tric field through collisions of graupel, ice crystals, and supercooled water (Brooks et al.,
1997). Lightning activity generally peaks as the updraft reaches maximum growth and
then decreases as the updraft weakens.
Lightning distribution analyses are performed on total flash count with a 10 km radius
of TETRA II sensor locations for all events, regardless of sferic association. Non-geolocated
event 170707 is considered separately as lightning activity occurs outside of TETRA II
FOV. Event 170810b is analyzed alongside 170810a as they occurred within minutes of
each other in the same thunderstorm. Electric fields associated with thunderstorms have
been estimated to extend up to 15 km from cloud edge (MacGorman et al., 1998; Merceret
et al., 2008). The magnitude of an electric field reduces with distance, thereby reducing the
possibility of RREA initiation from the ambient field (cite). To account for this, analysis is
limited to a 10 km radius centered on each TETRA II event. Analysis is based on 1-minute
binned data (fl/min1) for the duration of all lightning activity within the 10 km radius. If a
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lapse in activity exceeds 30 minutes, a new parent thunderstorm is assumed and subsequent
data are excluded. Lightning data per thunderstorm event are placed into one minute bins
beginning at the onset of the first stroke of lightning within the radius. Two sub-analyses
are performed:
i. Classification of binary lightning frequency type (high-frequency, low-frequency) is
calculated by average flash rate over time with threshold of 5 fl/min. Above this threshold
is considered high frequency and below is considered low-frequency.
ii. Lightning jumps to infer electric field potential magnitude as related to the produc-
tion of TETRA II events and storm intensity. Based on an algorithm created by Gatlin et
al., 2010 to gauge thunderstorm intensity without use of radar data, storm total lightning
is used to quantify jumps. Lightning jumps are calculated by moving mean of 1-minute
flash rate. The algorithm (Gatlin 2006) algorithm does not use threshold, thereby including
severe and non-severe thunderstorms. The 2σ algorithm (previous 10 min of total lightning
data) and the 3σ algorithm are considered separately.





(f(t+ ∆t) − ft
(∆t)
(2.6)
Where: f = 1-min binned flash rate, d = difference, t = time.
A standard deviation of the moving average is calculated. Lightning jump thresholds are
limited to bins over 2σ.
f ′thres = f̄ ′ + 2σ(f ′) (2.7)
Where:
σ = standard deviation of f, f̄ = moving average
Low-frequency lightning events are excluded from jump analysis, due to insufficient data
required for analysis (Gatlin et al., 2010). To analyze lightning flash rate for these events,
lightning frequency distribution ratios are calculated for the duration of the thunderstorm.
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Low-frequency thunderstorms (average <5 fl/min) are analyzed by geospatial presence of
lightning, i.e. when and where do lightning occur in relation to events using a radius of
10 km and 2 seconds of each event. Lightning frequency occurring during a two second
window during the events is also considered.
2.8 Method: Analysis of TETRA II Thunderstorms
2.8.1 Storm Classification
Thunderstorms are first classified by type (single-cell, squall line, multi-cell, supercell)
and strength (severe, approaching severe, non-severe). Severity is classified by wind speeds
and/or size of hail observed at the ground as defined by the National Weather Service.
Table 2.3: Storm Classification. Adapted: National Weather Service
Classification Wind Speed Hail Size
Severe >93 km/h >1 inch
Approaching Severe >64 km/h 0.5-1 inch
Non-Severe <64 km/h No hail present
bottomrule
2.8.2 Quantitative Analysis of Storm Cells
To account for spatial uncertainty of lightning data and the low temporal resolution
of NEXRAD radar sweeps, a 3 km standard radius is applied to Baton Rouge and Utuado
geolocated events for all variables (BR, ET, VILD, BV). An interpolated median (Xiao,
2006) is calculated from values of all pixels, or pixel fractions, within this radius. An
interpolation median is an estimation of central tendency robust against outliers and gives
a more accurate view of the distribution of values across the 3 km radius. If a temporally-
appropriate radar sweep is not available, or the forward speed of the storm surpasses a










n= number of pixel values, ng = values >standard median, nl = values <standard median,
ne= values = standard median
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Chapter 3
Geographic Hotspots of Fermi TGFs
Between 2008 and 2016, Fermi detected 1,341 TGFs geolocated via sferic associations
from WWLLN lightning (Figure 3.1a). A visual comparison of TGFs (Figure 3.1a) and
the annual Very-High Resolution Full [Lightning] Climatology (VHRFC)(Figure 3.1b) in-
dicates concentrations of events correspond to the large-scale regions of high lightning flash
rate density (FRD) of Central and South America, Central Africa, and Southeast Asia.
Additional salient distribution features are also present, namely the lack of events in North
Africa, West Asia, and central/southern South America, which can be explained by their
respective geographic locations.
Figure 3.1: (a) Map of Fermi TGF Locations (2008-2016) and (b) Lightning Flash Rate
Density (FRD) (1998-2013). Global features of high FRD regions overlaps with Fermi
events. (Albrect et al., 2016–Gridded 0.1 x 0.1 Very High Resolution Full Climatology)
North Africa and West Asia are desert climates exhibiting minimal moisture availability
creating environments unsuitable for the development of thunderstorms and therefore light-
ning and TGFs. Figure 3.1b shows that these regions receive ≤6 fl/km−2 yr−1. Conversely,
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much of southern hemispheric South America receives ample lightning (10-50 fl/km−2 yr−1)
and the lack of TGF events is attributed to a detection bias related to the phenomenon
known as the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) (Kurnosova et al., 1962; Briggs et al., 2010).
Earth is surrounded by a magnetic field that acts as a barrier to incoming energetic
charged photon and electron particles (gamma radiation) from solar activity such as cosmic
rays. Incoming particles are trapped within the layers of the magnetic field and form densely
packed radiation belts known as Van Allen Radiation belts (Figure 3.2a). Van Allen belts
generally occur at altitudes between 1,000–60,000 km above Earth’s surface preventing
harmful radiation from reaching Earth or satellite instruments. However, over a portion of
South America the inner belt of the magnetic field weakens creating a dipole located closer
to Earth’s surface at an altitude of approximately 200 km. The geographic region effected
by the dipole is referred to as the SAA (Figure 3.2b.
Figure 3.2: Diagram of the Van Allen Radiation belts (a) and the South Atlantic
Anomaly (b). Image credit: Ashley Hammer 2017, Anderson et al. 2017
Satellites in low-earth orbit (LEO) are subject to flying through the SAA and are
bombarded by energetic particles causing damage or disruption to instruments and com-
promising observations over the majority of South America and the South Atlantic. The
Fermi satellite is in LEO (565 km) and is obstructed by the presence of gamma radiation.
Any TGFs that have occurred in this region have not been recorded.
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3.1 Spatiotemporal Distribution of Fermi TGFs
An intrinsic relationship exists between lightning and TGFs, but due to a lack of data,
an understanding of specific atmospheric characteristics required to produce TGFs has not
yet been defined. Here, annual lightning FRD is used as an indicator of geographic regions
prone to frequent and/or intense convection. By analyzing regions of high/low lightning
FRD as they relate to high/low TGF occurrence, connections between climate, geography,
and TGFs can be made.
According to the VHRFC (Albrecht et al., 2016) the majority of land-based tropi-
cal lightning occurs during afternoon hours and respective hemispheric summer months.
Figure 3.3a shows the geographic distribution of TGFs, 66% of which occurred in the
northern hemisphere. Fermi events occurring in the northern hemisphere peak between
July–October, lagging one month behind respective peak FRD (Figure 3.3bc). TGFs oc-
curring in the southern hemisphere follow the seasonal distribution of FRD, peaking in
Dec–Mar. It is possible distributions would differ if not for the interruption from the SAA,
as nearly an entire continent and ocean body is not represented in this sample.
Diurnal distribution of TGFs shows a bimodal pattern with peaks occurring between
3pm–7pm as well as 3am–6am. The former peak is consistent with afternoon convective
thunderstorm activity common in the tropics, the latter is related to nocturnal thunder-
storms which are common in climates dominated by land-sea interactions and complex
topographies such as areas influenced by both warm bodies of water and high-elevation
mountains as these climate regimes have consistent lifting and unstable atmospheres (Cecil,
2012). Many regions prone to nocturnal thunderstorms are also some of the top lightning
hot spots in the world (Albrect et al., 2016).
To better resolve localized climate and FRD patterns and account for varying WWLLN
detection efficiencies, meridional zones are applied to the study region. Figure 3.3a illus-































































































































































































































3.2 Land vs Oceanic Events
Presumably, spatiotemporal occurrence of TGFs would be proportional to lightning
activity; i.e. areas with high FRD would produce more TGFs than areas with low FRD.
While Figure 3.1 suggests this to be true on a coarse spatial scale, an analysis of TGF-
specific lightning density (FRD pixels 11 km x 11km) corresponding to Fermi events reveal
that this is not the case on a finer scale. Figures 3.4a/b show the distribution of Fermi events
in relation to lightning FRD. A majority of TGFs occur in relation to FRD 6 fl/km−2 yr−1
and all events occurring in relation to FRD above 40 fl/km−2 yr−1 are considered outliers.
The discrepancy between what is visually represented on the map and the actual values of
associated FRD is due, in part, to the disproportionate number of events detected over the
ocean. Approximately 65% of all Fermi events occur over ocean or large inland and coastal
water bodies (lakes, bays, estuaries, etc.). A vast majority (81%) of the oceanic events are
restricted to regions with pockets of low to moderate FRD (6-30 fl/km−2 yr−1), typically
over the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and coastal waters. There
are two pockets of TGFs that exist in the Pacific Ocean which coincide with small areas of
negligible to moderate (0-30 fl/km−2 yr−1) lightning near small island chains of the South
Pacific.
Figure 3.4: Flash Rate Density per Fermi Event. Distribution of FRD represented by (a)
box and whisker plots and (b) histogram. Red icons indicate outlier values.
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On the whole, landmasses receive substantially more lightning than oceans due to a
lower specific heat capacity. Coastal water bodies tend to exhibit low to moderate FRD
and oceans far from landmasses generally receive negligible lightning. The ratio of land
to ocean TGFs suggests that, while the presence of lightning is a necessary element for
the productions of TGFs, there may a more specific atmospheric feature related to the
production (or detection) of TGFs.
In an analysis of TGF events related to SST it is found that 65% of oceanic TGF events
occur over areas with higher-than-average tropical SSTs (≥27◦C). Figure 3.5a represents
annual average SSTs with Fermi events overlayed. Congregation of TGFs are apparent
in high SST regions of the South Pacific where pools of warm surface waters are present.
Events with lower mean SST (<27◦C) occur mainly in the Gulf Coast and Atlantic Oceans
and a majority (77%) coincide with the seasonal expansion of the Western Hemisphere
Warm Pool (WHWP), a section of the Caribbean Sea where SSTs exceed 28.5◦C (Wang
et al., 2001). Figure 3.6 shows the monthly expansion of the WHWP to the west of
Central America between March–November and eastward into the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean Sea between July–November. The expansion and contraction of the WHWP
also creates enhanced or diminished convection over nearby landmass and oceanic regions
(Wang et al., 2001) (Figure 3.6).
Events detected over land tend to occur in coastal regions (<300 km from coast) and
many detected inland occur near regions with complex topographies. A Spearman rank
correlation coefficient test was run between TGF occurrence and elevation based on the
non-linear distribution of TGF data. No significant correlation was found, suggesting
that while TGFs can occur in regions where thunderstorms are dominated by orographic
influence, elevation alone is not a predictor of TGF occurrence.
While there are no statistically significant relationships between SST, FRD, elevation,
and TGFs on an annual scale, regression analysis considering all variables and on multiple




































































































Figure 3.6: Western Hemisphere Warm Pool. Seasonal expansion of the warm pool into
the Pacific west of Central America occurs between Mar–Oct and the expansion into the
Gulf of Mexico occurs between Jun–Oct. Cite: NOAA
3.3 Spatial Autocorrelation: Clustering
Utilizing the ArcGIS spatial statistics geoprocessing tools: 1) Optimized Hotspot Anal-
ysis and 2) Optimized Outlier Analysis, this study identifies statistically significant spatial
hotspot/coldspot features of TGF occurrence across three zones. Getis-Ord Gi* (Getis-
Ord) is used to identify spatial clustering and Anselin Moran’s I is used to reveal clustering
that may have been smoothed over in Getis-Ord. To resolve areas of hotspots at the re-
gional level and to ensure all points had a nearest neighbor, a relatively large distance band
was used for each zone.
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3.4 Zone 1: Africa and Southwest Asia
Zone 1 encompasses tropical Africa and portions of Southwest Asia west of Pakistan
(Figure 3.7). It also includes portions of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. A large area of
Central Africa receives between 100 and 205 fl/km−2 yr−1, making it the second highest
FRD region in the world. Other smaller pockets of high to very high FRD exist in regions
of Cameroon, Ethiopia, Yemen, and Saudi Arabia. WWLLN lightning detection efficiency
is the lowest and the most variable in this zone (Hutchins et al., 2012), limiting the number
of possible TGF correlations.
A total of 211 events occurred in this zone, with a slight majority in the southern
hemisphere (65%). Oceanic events account for 28% of all events and are generally congre-
gated near coastal regions. Monthly distributions in the northern hemisphere demonstrate
a bimodal tendency with peaks in May and September (Figure 3.7a) and the southern
hemisphere demonstrates a unimodal distribution (Figure 3.7b) with a peak in Dec–Jan.
Few events were detected between Jul–Oct. Diurnal distributions shows one main mode
between 4pm–9pm with spikes at 3pm and 7pm. In general, temporal occurrence of TGF



















































































































3.4.1 Optimized Getis-Ord Gi* Hotspot Analysis
The optimal hexagon width for this region is 329 km X 338 km allowing for the aggre-
gation of 133 weighted polygons with a maximum of 6 TGF points per polygon. Based on
peak clustering, the optimal distance band is 960 km. The hexagon mesh and distance band
size are appropriate for identifying spatial clustering in this region based on the expanse of
FRD and the relatively rare nature of satellite-detected TGFs.
This test identifies 30 statistically significant hotspot clustering features within the
high FRD region of Central Africa (Figure 3.8). While there are no cold spots, all features
outside of this region demonstrate no clustering and 14% of all cells had fewer than 6
neighbors. Hotspots indicate regions of significant clustering.
Figure 3.8: Zone 1. Optimized Hotspot Analysis. Hotspot clustering is restricted to
Central Africa and no cold spots are identified.
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3.4.2 Optimized Outlier Analysis
Moran’s I statistic is executed using the distance band and hexagon size parameters
determined in Getis Ord. This analysis is intended to identify regions of hotspot and
coldspot outliers that may have been smoothed over in the Getis Ord. Of the 133 weighted
features, there are 4 outlier locations with a maximum of 6 points per polygon. Resolved
from this analysis and displayed in Figure 3.9 are 28 significant features. Pink cells indicate
that hotspots are found in both tests (high-high cluster), red cells indicate that a hotspot
outlier is present within a coldspot or non-significant cluster (high-low cluster), blue cells
indicate that a cold spot outlier exists within hotspot (high-low), and light blue indicates
that a cold spot outlier is found in both tests (low-low). Results from Zone 1 show two
hotspot outliers, nine coldspot outliers and the remaining confirmed hotspot locations found
in Getis Ord. This result confirms that Central Africa is the TGF hotspot region in the
zone.
Figure 3.9: Zone 1. Optimized Outlier Analysis: Moran’s I Statistic. Two high-high
clusters, periphery of hotspot is low-high and the remaining cells indicate high-high
clustering demonstrating that Central Africa is the hotspot.
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3.4.3 Zone 1 Discussion
Congo Basin
At first glance, the Fermi hotspot over Central Africa suggests that in this zone, FRD
may be used as an indicator of spatial occurrence of TGF events. However, Figure 3.10
shows hotspot outliers with TGF points (a) and FRD for Central Africa (b). The three
boxes highlight features of TGF/FRD in Cameroon, Angola, and the number two global
lightning FRD region in Central Africa. Cameroon has a small area of FRD between 30–129
fl/km−2 yr−1 but only TGF were detected in the region. Central Africa is within a hotspot
region, but at the point of highest FRD no events were detected (three events detected
nearby, but outside of max FRD). Conversely, while the spatial density and distance to
nearest neighbors did not reveal a significant hotpot, an area of Angola (of similar size)
produced ten TGFs, but the FRD ranges only from low to moderate (6-30 fl/km−2yr−1),
suggesting again that events do not occur in proportion to FRD. Oceanic events occur near
the west coast of Central Africa and the Mozambique Channel between Mozambique and
Madagascar and a majority correspond to SSTs exceeding 27◦C, suggesting these TGFs
were produced in land-sea breeze thunderstorms.
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Figure 3.10: Central Africa Lightning FRD and TGF Hotspot Region. Spatial occurrence
of TGFs occurrence suggest events do not necessarily occur in proportion to high FRD.
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3.5 Zone 2: Southeast Asia and Oceania
Zone 2 encompasses mainland and insular Southeast Asia, Papua New Guinea, and
Northern Australia. A large expanse of the Pacific and Indian Oceans are also included.
To ensure that smoothing of potential landmass clusters did not occur when including a
large expanse of ocean, iterations of both Getis Ord and Moran’s I were run with and
without oceanic events and clustering remained the same.
There were 605 events that occurred in this region and were split nearly evenly among
the hemispheres (48%N and 52%S) (Figure 3.11). Oceanic events account for 72% and are
mostly restricted to 300 km from coastal regions. An exception is the events occurring in the
Southern Pacific, which are related to high SSTs of warm pool regions. TGF distribution
follows general lightning FRD in the northern hemisphere with the exception of the dip in
August (Figure 3.11). Diurnal distribution is more variable in both hemispheres each with





















































































3.5.1 Optimized Getis-Ord Gi* Hotspot Analysis
Of the 605 point features, 12 are outliers resulting in a hexagon mesh of 344 km x
298 km. Aggregation of incident points produced 369 weighted feature polygons with a
maximum of 7 points per hexagon cell. The optimal scale of analysis based on clustering is
775 km. There are 48 statistically significant features and approximately 26% of features
had fewer than 8 neighbors. Similar to Zone 1, the clustering lies over land and nearby
oceanic regions. This suggests a possible connection to small scale weather patterns, such
as land-sea breeze thunderstorms.
Figure 3.12: Zone 2. Optimized Hotspot Analysis. Hotspot clustering occurs mainly over
Indonesia and portions of Papua New Guinea.
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3.5.2 Optimized Outlier Analysis
Of the 369 weighted input features there were 9 outlier locations and an optimal fixed
distance band of 775 km. Features with no neighbors at this distance were adapted to
include their nearest neighbor. There are 43 statistically significant output features, 6
high-low outlier features and 6 statistically significant high-high features. Approximately
29% of features had fewer than 8 neighbors. High outliers exist over the Pacific Ocean and
cold outliers exist at the outer edge of the centralized hotspot region, making the most
significant hotspot over oceanic regions of Indonesia.
Figure 3.13: Zone 2. Optimized Outlier Analysis: Moran’s I Statistic. High-high occurs
over indonedia and a number of high-low over the ocean.
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3.5.3 Zone 2 Discussion
An important feature of this region is that Zone 2 does not have regions with lightning
FRD exceeding 100 fl/km−2 yr−1, that is to say there are no global lightning hotspots.
Additionally, very high FRD is generally restricted to coastal regions of Indonesia and
Australia as well as inland Bangladesh.
Maritime Continent
Getis Ord identifies significant hotspot clustering over portions of the Maritime Con-
tinent and surrounding bodies of water. Thunderstorms in these locations are dominated
by land-sea breeze interaction and exhibit moderate to high FRD (10–50 fl/km−2 yr−1)
with only small portions of FRD exceeding 50 fl/km−2 yr−1, typically located on the coasts
and/or foothill of mountain ranges over the Indonesian islands of Sumatra and Java as well
as the Malay Peninsula (Thailand/Myanmar) (Albrect et al., 2016).
A TGF hotspot was resolved from both the Getis Ord and the Moran’s I between
Sumatra and Borneo (Indonesia). Flash rates for these regions are moderate (30-50 fl/km−2
yr−1). The localized FRD produced no TGFs with the majority occurring over the Java
Sea and Indian Ocean.
One notable feature in this zone is the high to very high FRD (fl/km−2 yr−1) over the
Malacca Straight, a narrow body of water between Malay Peninsula and northern Sumatra
(3.14, “High FRD” ). On a global scale, this is one of one of few water bodies exhibiting
FRD exceeding (50 fl/km−2 yr−1). This FRD feature is due to a fairly consistent land-sea
breeze, where an onshore breeze creates thunderstorms over land during late afternoon
hours and an offshore reversal occurs creating nocturnal thunderstorms over the straight.
While not statistically significant on a regional scale, these nocturnal thunderstorms have
produced 7 Fermi-detected TGFs (Figure 3.14ab, “High FRD”).
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Figure 3.14: Zone 2. Maritime Continent. TGF hotspots exist among the Indonesian
islands and surrounding water bodies. A number of high and very high FRD regions have
not produced Fermi-detected TGFs.
Indian Subcontinent
The Indian subcontinent consists of India, Bangladesh, The Maldives, Bhutan, Nepal,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka and is surrounded by the Indian Ocean (Figure 3.15). Though
prone to afternoon thermal convective thunderstorms, thunderstorm activity in this re-
gion is dominated by the wet season of the Indian Monsoon (May–September), with peak
lightning occurring between August–October during post-monsoon. Pockets of high to
very high FRD (fl/km) exits on the island of Sri Lanka, the western tip of India and at
the foothills of a mountain range in Bangladesh and India. Bay of Bengal is subject to
frequent monsoon-associated lightning and is associated with numerous TGFs.
Even though India has a large landmass, only 7 TGF events occurred over land, mostly
restricted to coastal regions. Two events were detected 450 km inland and occurred in
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succession of each other within the same thunderstorm. All of the TGFs detected in this
region occur during the wet monsoon season and while they occurred in the general vicinity
of high FRD regions, the majority occurred in areas of moderate FRD. By contrast, the
landmass of Australia within the FOV of Fermi has a comparable area to that of India but
is associated with 32 land-based TGFs. These TGF were not resolved at hot or cold spots
in the clustering analyses, but all occurred in association with the Australian Monsoon
season (Dec–Mar) (Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.15: Indian Subcontinent. Few events occurred over inland India and the
majority were detected over the Bay of Bengal. No events were directly associated with
the highest FRD
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3.6 Zone 3: The Americas
This zone encompasses Mexico, Central America, northern South America, the Gulf of
Mexico, the southern portion of Florida, and the Caribbean. WWLLN detection efficiency
in these regions exceeds 80% as described by Hutchins et al. 2012. A number of top global
lightning flash density (LFD) regions exist in this zone, including the Lake Maracaibo Basin
in Venezuela the top global FRD hotspot. Other hotspot regions occur over portions of
the foothills of the Andes Mountains in Columbia, and a small region on the west coast of
Guatemala, Mexico, Central America, and the island countries.
There were 525 Fermi events that occurred in the region, with the vast majority oc-
curring in the northern hemisphere. This result is likely due to the presence of the SAA
and the lack of gamma-radiation detected by LEO satellites. The majority of events were
also restricted to oceanic regions (72%), again partially attributed to the SAA and lack of
detection over the largest landmass region in the study zone. Monthly distribution analysis
combines northern and southern hemispheres as only four events occurred in the southern
hemisphere. No events have been detected in January and peak activity occurs in July,
Diurnal patterns show bimodal peaks between 1a–6am and 12pm-8pm, consistent with





































































































3.6.1 Optimized Getis-Ord Gi* Hotspot Analysis
Zone 3 consists of 525 feature points with 8 outlier locations. Point incident data is
aggregated to a 184 km x 159 km mesh as determined by optimization iterations, outputting
330 weighted polygons with feature counts with a maximum of 8 incidents per grid. Based
on the intensity of clustering at increasing distances the optimal fixed distance band is
512 km. This distance can account for general flash rate cluster regions, that is, if a
cluster exists at the maximum distance, it can still be used to determine if lightning dense
regions produce more TGFs as compared to lower LFD regions. There are 40 statistically
significant output features and approximately 14.2% of features had fewer than 8 neighbors
based on the distance band.
Figure 3.17: Zone 3: The Americas. Optimized Hot Spot Analysis. Significant hotspots
located over Panama, Northwestern South America and surrounding ocean. No cold spots
are identified.
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3.6.2 Optimized Outlier Analysis
Using the 330 weighted feature polygons and after removing 3 outliers, an optimized
distance band of 512 km was determined. Features within this dataset without neighbors
and within this distance threshold were adapted to include their nearest neighbor. There
are 44 statistically significant features. Approximately 18% of all features had fewer than
8 neighbors. Figure 3.18 shows 7 high-low outliers (high outliers within low clustering)
and 19 low-high outliers. High-high features are located in a small area over Panama and
Northern Columbia as well as surrounding oceans. Low-high outliers are located on the
eastern edge of the hotspot. One high-low outlier is located in Brazil and the others are
located in the Caribbean Sea. A low-low cluster is identified in the southern portion of
Venezuela.
Figure 3.18: Zone 3: Optimized Outlier Analysis: Moran’s I Statistic. Significant
hotspots remain over Panama and Northwestern South America and surrounding ocean.
Coldspot outlier exists on the southwestern edge of southwestern Venezuela
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3.6.3 Zone 3 Discussion
Northwestern Columbia and Panama
Hotspots were resolved in the northwestern portion of Columbia, Panama, and sur-
rounding oceans. In Northwestern Columbia, flash rate ranges from 20-100 fl/km−2 yr−1,
generally overlapping with Fermi hotspot clustering. This is the only location that appears
to have a connection between FRD and TGFs. Many events occur on the windward side
of the Andes Mountains. By contrast, Panama and the Gulf of Panama contain hotspot
regions coinciding with moderate to high FRD regions such as the southern portion of
Panama, but a number of events within hotspot regions occur in areas of low to moderate
flash rate and over the ocean.
Figure 3.19: Panama
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Lake Maracaibo, Venezuela and “Catatumbo Lightning”
The top global lightning hotspot, referred to colloquially as “Catatumbo Lightning”, is
located in a centralized region at the mouth of Lake Maracaibo (9.75◦, –71.65◦) in Northern
Venezuela (Munoz et al 2013) with an annual FRD of 232 −2 yr−1. Surrounding locations
receive FRD >50 fl/km−2 yr−1. The storms associated with the lightning are typically
nocturnal land-sea breeze systems with little diurnal variation and are highly predictable
spatiotemporally. Only one Fermi event occurred within the hotspot region and seven
in the general vicinity. This result is particularly interesting considering the amount of
lightning in a consistent spatiotemporal area and the fact that these thunderstorms are
dominated by CC and IC lightning as these lightning types are most associated with Fermi
events. Additionally, WWLLN efficiency in this region is consistent, so presumably the
lack of events is not due to insufficient sferic correlations.
Figure 3.20: Northern South America Centered on Lake Maracaibo Basin. Only one TGF
detected in the top global lightning FRD location.
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Puerto Rico
A small area of Puerto Rico exhibits very high FRD in the western mountainous region,
though only 3 TGFs occurred within 100 km of the center of the country; two of them in the
Atlantic and the other in the eastern quadrant, where annual FRD is low. Chapters 4 and
5 describe thunderstorms that produced TGFs detected by the TETRA-II ground based
sensors. A TETRA II detection array was in Utuado, Puerto Rico (high FRD) for over two
years and only detected one event. This combined with the lack of Fermi events suggests
that flash rate does not necessarily correlate to TGFs that can be detected from satellite
altitude. Other regions with high and very high flash (fl/km−2 yr−1) rate also lack TGF
events such as Jamaica and portions of Cuba. TGFs generally coincide with lightning dense
regions, though they do not necessarily occur in relation to hotspot regions, nor are they
restricted to high FRD regions, suggesting a connection to other atmospheric or spatial
variables.
Figure 3.21: Lightning Flash Rate in Puerto Rico. White dots indicate locations of
Fermi-detected TGFs. No events occur in the region of very high FRD.
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Chapter 4
TETRA II: Lightning Flash Rate
TETRA II detected 22 events between 2016 and 2019 across four detection locations.
The asymmetrical frequency of events per location is, in itself, a significant result. The
majority of events occurred in Louisiana (12) and Panama (9), as Huntsville did not see
any events over two years and Puerto Rico only one (Figure 4.1). In the case of Huntsville,
this result is possibly attributed to the differing local geographic influences on climate and
atmospheric conditions. The behavior and propagation of energetic particles is closely tied
to ambient air temperature, air density, and moisture content (David M. Smith1, 2005;
Lopez, 2009; Dwyer, 2012), therefore changes in these variables may effect the ability to
detect events at ground level due to attenuation.
Figure 4.1: TETRA II events per location. Huntsville not pictured due to lack of
detected events.
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Though Huntsville is classified as a subtropical climate similar to Baton Rouge, monthly
mean temperatures are, on average, 10◦C cooler and mean annual relative humidity values
are approximately 5% less. Huntsville and Utuado are located at higher elevations (180
m and 250 m) and both surrounded by mountainous terrain, whereas Baton Rouge and
Panama City have elevations of 17 m and 2 m, respectively. Smith et al. (2010) found
an apparent tendency for TGFs to occur in coastal climates over inland climates, which
coincides with the asymmetry of TETRA II events, as Huntsville is located 650 km inland
and the other three locations are coastal climates (<100 km from the shore).
Huntsville also has a lower average lightning FRD (9 fl km−2 yr−1) than does Panama
City (35.1 fl km−2 yr−1), Utuado (43 fl km−2 yr−1), and Baton Rouge (18 fl km−2 yr−1).
Though, as seen in the analysis of Fermi events in Chapter 3, high FRD does not necessarily
coincide with TGF activity, which is made apparent by the differences between detected
events in Panama City and Utuado by both TETRA II (ground-based) and Fermi (satellite-
based). Fermi and TETRA II each detected several events in Panama. TETRA II detected
9 events in Panama City and Fermi detected 4 events within 100 km of TETRA II. In Puerto
Rico, TETRA II detected one event in Utuado and Fermi detected one event within 100
km of the TETRA II sensor. The Fermi event detected in Puerto Rico was detected in
a region with low FRD (9 fl km−2 yr−1) where in Utuado 70 km away, exists a 12 sq km
pocket very high FRD (50-75 fl km−2 yr−1) where no events were detected. The lack of
events detected by both ground and satellite detectors in Utuado and the large number of
events detected by both ground and satellite detectors in Panama City indicates there is a
relationship between TGFs and an underlying spatial feature affecting the production or
propagation of events to detectors. Baton Rouge and Huntsville are not within the FOV
of Fermi, so these region cannot be compared.
Diurnal distribution of TETRA II events exhibit a tendency for late morning through
early evening, with only three events occurring between local hours of 12am and 12pm
(Figure 4.2a). FRD confirms a diurnal tendency for late afternoon and evening thunder-
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storms per each location, typical for subtropical and tropical climates. Expectedly, monthly
distribution of TETRA II events also coincide with peak seasonality of thunderstorms for
each location.
Panama is subject to little temperature variation and seasons are instead marked by
changes in rainfall (and therefore lightning). Figure 4.2b shows that TGFs generally occur
during Panama’s wet season (May-Dec.). Baton Rouge is subject to two rainy seasons,
similar to Panama one is due to thermal convection produced in summer months and the
other is due to a combination of thermal convection and synoptic cold fronts; TETRA
events occur during both seasons. The only Utuado event occurred in September during
the climatological peak in the North Atlantic hurricane season, though no active hurricanes
were present. While a number of hurricanes effected this region during the study period,
no TETRA II events were detected in relation to hurricanes at any location. Hurricanes do
not typically produce copious amounts of lightning due to the horizontal nature of winds
(Molinari et al., 1999), however, two events detected via satellite have been associated with
hurricanes (Bowers et al., 2018). This result further extends the bounds of thunderstorms
capable of producing TGFs.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of TETRA II Events
4.1 Lightning Correlation to TETRA II Events
Spearman rank correlation coefficient tests were calculated between the 5-minute aver-
age lightning flash rate of thunderstorm and properties of associated TETRA II gamma-ray
events, to asses possible relationships between electric properties of thunderstorms, indi-
vidual lightning stokes and TETRA II events (properties of each are found in Figure 4.1).
No strong correlations exist between photon counts, lightning flash rate, lighting current,
event duration, or distance of lightning to the TETRA II detection arrays. Scatter plots
displayed in Figure 4.3. These results indicate that for this sample there is no apparent
connection between the lightning stroke associated with production of the TETRA II event
and the properties of the event itself, that is to say, RREA can be initiated by lightning
stokes with varying currents (Figure 4.3a), lightning flash rate cannot be used as an in-
dicator of photon counts (Figure 4.3b), duration of events cannot be determined by flash
current or flash rate (Figure 4.3c). Figure 4.3d shows a scatter plot of TETRA II event
duration and the 5-minute average lightning flash rate surrounding the event. A single
outlier (event 170707) demonstrates that long-duration events can occur in near-absence of
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lightning and suggests the possibility that these events occur in association to cosmic rays
or other high-energy events.











20160427 72.6 19 100 1.02 -111.4
20160919 27 183 800 2.57 -16.6
20170307 44.6 169 700 0.47 -66.4
20170325a 37.8 73 500 0.18 -22.3
20170325b 71.8 29 450 0.398 -51.7
20170325c 71.8 61 250 0.37 -32.6
201706 16 23 850 5.94 -51.1
20170624a 77.8 203 1150 0.38 -43.5
20170624b 77.8 48 100 0.46 -36.6
20170624c 77.8 133 400 0.46 -32.7
20170810 1 91 3150 0.57 -139.5
20170810b 1 19 350 * *
20171018a 91.8 97 1550 2.54 55.9
20171018b 92.4 34 900 2.89 -.67.1
20171103 1 25 350 6.5 *
20171204 1 24 1750 3.5 -22.5
20180605 0.6 44 650 6.79 *
20180815 53.4 56 950 0.21 -25.6
20180817 8.8 45 650 0.46 -95
20181022 1 89 1000 6.17 -113.8
20190315 1.6 99 500 1.39 16.2
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Figure 4.3: Scatter plots of lightning and event values. No significant correlations exist.
4.2 Thunderstorm Classification
TETRA II arrays detected 22 events across three locations between 2016 and 2019 in a
total of 17 individual thunderstorm cells. Four thunderstorm cells produced multiple events
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in succession of each other (170325abc, 170624abc, 170810ab, 171018ab). Two events were
not associated with an individual lighting stroke: 170707 and 170810b. Event 170707 was
a long-duration outlier event that did not occur within a thunderstorm, however a severe
thunderstorm existed 1k km outside of the TETRA II 8km radius. Event 171018b occurred
several milliseconds after 171018a, but did not have an associated sferic possibly due to an
undetected lightning stroke. When applicable, both events are included in analysis.
A frequency examination of thunderstorm total lightning activity within a 10 km radius
of the 21 (less 170707) geolocated TETRA II events revealed disparate electric character-
istics. Events occurred within thunderstorms exhibiting lightning frequency ranges from
low-frequency (<1 fl/min) to high-frequency (46 fl/min). Based on spatiotemporal distri-
bution of lightning activity within a 10 km radius of each event, all events occur during
the mature phase of development (Table 4.2). Event-producing thunderstorms range in
duration between 9 minutes to nearly 7 hours. These results demonstrate that thunder-
storms of varying types and severity and those with frequent lightning and a near-absence
of lightning have electric properties suitable for the production of gamma-rays.
Since total flash rate varies substantially, it follows to consider temporal distribution of
total flash rate over the duration of the thunderstorms. Low-frequency and high-frequency
thunderstorms are analyzed separately.
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BR-160427 91 20 High Mature
UT-160919 96 5 High Mature
BR-170307 116 13 High Mature
BR-170325a 416 11 High Mature
BR-170325b 416 11 High Mature
BR-170325c 416 11 High Mature
PA-170601 148 8 High Mature
BR-170624a 93 46 High Mature
BR-170624b 93 46 High Mature
BR-170624c 93 46 High Mature
PA-170810ab 9 <1 Low Mature
PA-171018a 137 17 High Mature
PA-171018b 137 17 High Mature
PA-171103 61 <1 Low Mature
PA-171204 187 1.5 Low Mature
PA-180605 112 <1 Low Mature
BR-180815 139 22 High Mature
BR-180817 102 6 High Mature
PA-181022 132 <1 Low Mature
BR-190315 16 <1 Low Mature
4.3 Low Flash Rate: Clustering
Six events occurred in low-frequency thunderstorms with an average flash rate <5
fl/min. All but one event is located in Panama City. Figure 4.4a shows the distribution of
the 5-min average flash rate (a) and the frequency ratio of 5-minute lightning to lightning
occurring within 2 seconds of each event (b). The majority of events demonstrate that
fewer than 15% of total 5-min flashes occurring within 2 seconds of the event. All low
flash rate events make up the upper distribution, with more than 15% of flashes occurring
within 2 seconds. This result speaks to the intensification of the electric field in low and
high flash rate storms and the capability to produce TGFs. Two events exist in the upper
limit of the distribution: event 190315 where 50% of all lightning occurs within 2 seconds
and event 170810a where 60% of lightning occurs within 2 seconds. In the case of 190315,
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all strokes within 2 seconds of the event occurred within 1000 ms and 0.5 km of each
other. In addition, no lightning occurred for 2 radial minutes surrounding this small-scale
lightning cluster. Lightning maps (Figure 4.5) show the spatial distribution of lightning
flashes within 5 minutes and 2 seconds of each event. A high ratio of lightning occurring in
low frequency lighting storms suggests that the magnitude of the electric field was rapidly
increasing, leading to initiation of RREA.
The majority of Panama event-producing thunderstorms exhibited low lightning counts
within 8 minutes of the events (<1fl), with the exception of 171018a and 171018b. In
addition, only one of the low frequency storms was in Baton Rouge, suggesting a particular
thunderstorm type that produced events in Panama. Low lightning activity can indicate a
uniform cloud top.
Hail cells identified by NEXRAD’s HDA are included in lightning jump analysis (Figure
4.6) based on the relationship between lightning and hail production. Panama City events
are not within NEXRAD-monitoring regions and thus excluded from hail cell analysis.
Table 4.3 lists the hail cells closest in time to each event, its associated size, probability
of hail fall (POH), as well as the possibility for severe hail (POSH). With the exception
of the single cold-weather thunderstorm (190315), all events are produced within several
minutes of a nearby (<8km) hail cell. Since electric fields can extend upwards of 15km
it is plausible that any electrostatic activity created by nearby hail cells has potential to
influence gamma-ray production.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of Lightning. Distribution of the 5-minute flash rate (a) and the
ratio of lightning occurring within 2 seconds and 5-minutes of TETRA II events. Low
flash rate thunderstorms make up the lower distribution, where a large majority of strokes
occur within 2 seconds of a TETRA II event.
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Figure 4.5: Lightning Distribution in Low Flash Rate Thunderstorms. Small yellow dots
indicate lightning strokes within 10 minutes of TETRA II events. Large colored dots
indicate strokes within 2 seconds.
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4.4 High Flash Rate: Lightning Jumps
TETRA II detected 15 events within 8 separate thunderstorms exhibiting high lightning
flash rate. Here, a temporal analysis of lightning flash rate is used to infer properties of
thunderstorm electrification and therefore electric fields required to produce TETRA II
events. Electrification of thunderclouds is generally thought to occur in relation to the
frictional charging of colliding graupel and ice crystals in the presence of supercooled water
(Peterson, 1996). When the charge reaches its breakdown threshold, lightning is initiated.
Lighting activity is frequency used to monitor and predict the onset of severe weather as
its presence signifies the intensification of thunderstorm updrafts.
Lightning jumps (jumps) are defined as an abrupt increase in lightning flash rate
(Williams et al., 1999) and are frequently used to identify regions of updraft intensifi-
cation and to monitor the potential of severe weather (Schultz et al., 2015) . Not all jumps
equate to severe weather and vice versa, but in this study jumps are used to quantify the
changes in lightning activity in relation to TETRA II events based on this understanding
of cloud electrification.
All thunderstorms will typically have at least one lightning flash rate peak and many
times at least one jump in their lifetime. For this study, we include all jumps as indicators
of reaching maximum electric field breakdown (Schultz et al., 2015). Thunderstorms with
multiple cells will show multiple jumps within the TETRA II radius. Since electric fields
can extend up to 15 km, the jump algorithm includes all 3σ (of the moving average) jumps
within the TETRA II radius. Two sigma jumps are only denoted on graphs if they occur
within 5 minutes of a TETRA II event and 3σ jumps are not present. For example, there
are two 2σ events occurring several minutes post event 170307 Figure (4.6b).
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Figure 4.6: Lightning Jumps and Hail in High Lightning Frequency Thunderstorms.
Green bars indicate duration of hail cells within 10 km of TETRA II events.
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Lightning within 10 km of each even reveals that many events occur within minutes
of lightning jumps or a peak in flash rate, indicating the maximum ambient electric field
influences RREA. Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of lightning flash rate over the duration
of lightning and presence of jumps for all high frequency thunderstorms producing TETRA
II events. Jumps are quantified per each high-frequency events, grouped by thunderstorm;
i.e. multiple events within a single thunderstorm will be analyzed together and displayed
together. All but one event occurs ±5 minutes of a lightning jump, indicating events
occur during or shortly after rapid intensification of the updraft. This finding is later
substantiated by analysis of ET in Chapter 5, which reveals all events occur within minutes
of peak updraft.
All high flash rate events occurring in Baton Rouge occur within minutes of the presence
of hail cells. Hail occurs several minutes precluding all high flash rate TETRA II events
in Baton Rouge and Puerto Rico and all but one low-flash rate storm. In all cases, hail
cell regions are detected for several minutes before TETRA II events and in some cases
(160247, 170307: Figure 4.6b,c) occurs solely near the time of the events. In a study of
the relationship between hail and lightning, Changnon et al. (1992), indicating lightning
begins during hail formation aloft and does not necessarily occur in the hail cell itself,
additionally they found that hail aloft precedes lightning by several minutes and can occur
several kilometers from the hail cell.
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Table 4.3: Hail Occurrence in TETRA II Events. No hail data available in for Panama
events.
Event Dist(mins) Dist(km) Hail Size POH POSH Cell ID
160427 0.25 6.12 0.5 80 0 KLIX:F5
160919 1.1 5.55 1 90 20 TJUA:NA
170307 0.5 1.66 0.5 80 10 KPOE:R4
170325a 0.25 0.82 1 90 70 KLCH:V7
170325b 0.01 4.5 0.5 80 20 KLX:I1
170325b 0.01 4.5 0.5 80 20 KLX:I1
170624a 1.83 4.38 0.75 90 0 KLCH:P9
170624b 1.83 4.38 0.75 90 0 KLCH:P9
170624c 1.83 4.38 0.75 90 0 KLCH:P9
170707 2 7.54 0.75 80 0 KLIX:NA
180815 0.01 5.79 0.5 90 0 KPOE:C5
180817 3 7.76 0.5 80 0 KDGX:I8
190315 NA NA NA NA NA KLIX:NA
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Chapter 5
TETRA II: Thunderstorm Features
5.1 TETRA II: Baton Rouge and Utuado
Of the TETRA II events located within NEXRAD-monitoring regions (Utuado and Ba-
ton Rouge (Figure 5.1), 12 have sferic associations from 8 individual thunderstorm systems–
two of which produced multiple events (170325abc, 170624abc). Presented in this chapter
is an examination of storm type, phase, structure, and convective characteristics of associ-
ated thunderstorms based on NEXRAD radar sweeps of BR, ET, VILD, BV, the presence
of hail cells, and the lightning characteristics covered in Chapter 4.
Event-producing parent thunderstorm types include squall lines (3) and multicellular
(5) thunderstorms of varying strengths, structures, and duration. All events are confirmed
to occur in the mature stage of thunderstorm development with updrafts of sferic-geolocated
individual cells within mixed-phase cloud altitudes. In this sample, events are not produced
by single-cell and supercell thunderstorms. Baton Rouge and Utuado are both prone to
frequent single-cell afternoon convective thunderstorms and the lack of events produced
in this thunderstorm type possibly suggests that updraft duration may be connected to
the production of gamma-rays, as single cell thunderstorms in these latitudes are short-
lived (<45 min). Neither location are within latitudes where supercell thunderstorms are
common.
Figure 5.1 shows a full aerial view of each thunderstorm at the time of TETRA II
events. Two thunderstorms producing multiple events (170325abc and 170624abc), were
severe and approaching severe, respectively. Other thunderstorms with similar severity
exist in this sample (160919 and 170307) but did not produce multiple events.
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Figure 5.1: TETRA II Event-Producing Thunderstorms. Severe Squall Line (1), Severe
Multi-Cell (1), Approaching Severe Squall Line (1), Approaching Severe Multi-Cell (1),
Non-Severe Squall Line (1), Non-Severe Multi-Cell (3)
Events are produced in thunderstorms ranging in temperatures from 12.75◦C and
24.5◦C and have forward speeds ranging between 5km/h to 39 km/h. Events occurring
in low temperature thunderstorms occur exclusively in Baton Rouge due to the influence of
continental climate via cold frontal systems. This range of temperatures differs from those
related to satellite detected events, as the FOV of satellite instruments are restricted to
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warm tropical latitudes that generally receive little temperature variation. Cold-weather
thunderstorms have a lower mixed-phased cloud altitude due and can provide additional
insight into understanding the types of thunderstorms that produce gamma-ray events.
Table 5.1: Thunderstorm Classifications. TETRA II thunderstorms are classified by
storm type, strength, forward speed, temperature, and mesocyclonic feature
(identification of downdrafts or rotating updraft.)




160427 Squall Non-Severe 37 19.5
160919 Multi-Cell Severe 20 22.75
170307 Squall App Severe 39 205
170325a Squall Severe 32 20
170325bc Squall Severe 27 19.5
170624abc Multi-Cell App Severe 21 25
180815 Multi-Cell Non-Severe 5.5 24.5
180817 Multi-Cell Non-Severe 18 25
190315 Multi-Cell Non-Severe 20 12.75
Figure 5.2 presents two-dimensional 10 km vertical cross-sections of BR centered on
each NEXRAD-monitored TETRA II event, illustrating storm structures. Events (5)
170325bc and 170624abc occurred in succession in two thunderstorms, within milliseconds
of one another and are displayed together. BR characteristics range from low-altitude
cold weather convection (190315) to high-altitude, uniform cloud top deep convection
(170325abc) to overshooting cloud tops (160919, 170624abc), suggesting that TGFs do
not require a specific strength of storm to occur, but rather a threshold of precipitation in
the mixed-phase region.
Chronis et. al (2016) report the tendency for TGFs to occur adjacent to high altitude
updraft regions. They conclude there is no apparent physical reason for this, but suggest it
is likely attributed to selection bias of Fermi, detecting a higher ratio of high altitude events
due to attenuation from TGFs potentially produced at lower altitudes. Thunderstorms in
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the tropics and Fermi satellite FOV typically have higher freezing layer altitudes necessary
for electrification and lower altitude storms would go undetected due to attenuation through
a dense atmosphere. TETRA II events also show a tendency to occur within high-altitude
storm cells (8 km–17.4 km) (Figure 5.2). While it is likely that selection effect occurs
in both Fermi and TETRA II, presumably, the bias would be opposite—Fermi having a
bias for high altitude and TETRA II having a bias for low altitude—as satellite-sensors
detect upward beamed and ground-based detect downward beamed events. Since both
sensors detect events related to high altitude cells, and TETRA II detects low-altitude
thunderstorms, this strongly suggests events are connected to mixed phase altitudes rather
than absolute height and satellite detectors are indeed subject to a detection bias. Event
190315 was the only ground detected event that has an altitude lower than satellite events
and additional observations are needed to make a substantive claim, however the physical
connection follows because presumably the only requirement of thunderstorms to produce
TGFs is an electric field strong enough to initiate RREA. Cloud polarization is related to
collisions of ice in the presence of supercooled water, which is tied to temperature relative














































5.2 TETRA II Thunderstorm Synopses
This section is dedicated to describing features of each TETRA II thunderstorm. A
NEXRAD scan for each product is provided at the nearest scan to the events, all events
have scans within 1 minute. Appendix B provides three consecutive images for each event
(before, nearest, after) for each radar product. A description of the presence of hail (Figure
4.3) as well as characteristics of lightning (Figure 4.6, Table 4.2) are also included. Below
are the reference legends for each product.
Figure 5.3: NEXRAD Product Legends.
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5.2.1 Event 160427 (Baton Rouge. April 27, 2016)
Figure 5.4: NEXRAD Radar Scans–Event 160427 (a) BR of 52 dBZ extends to 6km (b)
ET indicates vertical extent of the updraft core reaches above 12 km with an area of
approximately 22 km with the event occurring on the outer edge of the updraft region.
At the time of the event, ETs were at peak and began to diminish at next scan
(Appendix B) (c) VILD maximum (1.64 gm−3) was present at the time of the event and
began to diminish at next scan. (d) BV indicates a small mesocyclonic feature (MESO 2)
associated with heavy precipitation in a high velocity downdraft. Additionally, hail cells
of 0.5 inch were detected 30 minutes before the event and ended at the time of event
(POH:60-90) and 4 minutes before a 2σ jump (Figure 4.6a). These features combined
indicate the event occurred at the end of maximum updraft intensification of the
associated cell.
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5.2.2 Event 160919 (Utuado, PR. September 19, 2016)
Figure 5.5: NEXRAD Radar Scans–Event 160919
(a) BR of 50 dBZ extends 7 km and 43 dBZ penetrates to 13 km, indicating an area of
deep convection. (b) ETs peak around 12.2 km. ETs peak within one minute of the
event, though cell persists for several minutes after event. (c) VILD maximum: 2.16
g/m−3. Positive hail is observed within 2km of event less than one minute before
occurrence. (d) BV increase in MESO 3 feature indicating a strong downburst. The event
occurred nearby a hail cell of >1 inch that persisted for 30 minutes (POH: 90, POSH:
20). This was the only event detected in Utuado, Puerto Rico over a 2.5 year time-span.
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5.2.3 Event 170307 (Baton Rouge, LA. March 7, 2017)
Figure 5.6: NEXRAD Radar Scans–Event 170307
(a) BR dBZ extends to 6 km and 40 d BZ extends to 9 km indicating deep convection (b)
ETs of the cell extend to 12 km (c) VILD maximum = 1.08 g/m3. Hail cells are detected
for 9 minutes (POH:60-80; POSH: 10–40)(d) BV shows a mesocyclonic feature (MESO 2)
indicates a moderate downdraft. Occurs during a 3σ lightning jump. Hail cell was located
1.8 km from the lightning geolocation and was the only hail that was detected within the
10 km radius for the duration of the storm.
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5.2.4 Event 170325a (Baton Rouge, LA. March 25, 2017)
Baton Rouge, LA. March 25, 2017 (170325a)(a) BR showing the cell core with 52 dBZ
penetrating to 8 km indicating deep moist convection within mixed-phase cloud altitudes
(Figure:5.2d). (b) ETs estimate cloud tops of 12 km with an area of approximately 32 km
2. (c) VILD maximum values of 3.75 g/m−3 and (d) BV showing a mesocyclonic (MESO
4) feature exemplify a sustained strong updraft in the presence of ice and water. This
event was the first of three to occur in this thunderstorm preceding the others by 15
minutes. Lightning persisted in the area for 7 hours with one peak and one 3σ lightning
jump occurring 2 minutes after the event (Figure 4.6. Hail was detected in multiple cells
(0.5-1 inch; POH: 80-100, POSH 10-30) persisting for two hours surrounding the events
(Figure 4.6, Table 4.3. This storm produced more hail cells within 10 km of TETRA II
than any other between 2016–2019.
Figure 5.7:
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5.2.5 Events 170325bc (Baton Rouge, LA. March 25, 2017)
Figure 5.8: Baton Rouge, LA. March 25, 2017 (170325bc)–two events within milliseconds
and 15 minutes post event 190325a. (a) BR shows the max core has moved further from
TETRA II, but still exceeds 55 dBZ and extends to 6 km (Figure 5.2e) (b) ETs remain
similar vertical (12 km) but are further from TETRA II (c) VILD expanded in size since
the first event and exceeds 2.5 g/m−3 with event occurring in the center (d) BV shows
the mesocyclonic feature diminishing (MESO-2). Events occurred during a 3σ lightning
jump and the maximum peak flash rate (100 fl/min) and within hail cells present (0.5-1
inch; POH: 80-100, POSH 10-30).
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5.2.6 Event 170624abc (Baton Rouge, LA. June 24, 2017)
Figure 5.9: Baton Rouge, LA. June 24, 2017 (170624abc)
(a) BR 50 dBZ extends to 6 km and 40 dBZ extends to 9 km (b) ET peaks at time of
event 13 km (c) VILD max: 1.75 g/m−3, (d) BV. A strong updraft region indicated by
height of BR above 58 dbz, with the 35 dbz penetrates to 15 km. This thunderstorm
produced three events in millisecond secession of each other. Hail cells (POH: 80-100
0.5-1 inch) are present within 1km of the event and present at the time of the event and
was the only hail cell within 10 km of TETRA II for this storm. Occurs during 2 σ jump
which occurs 4 mins before a 3 σ jump.
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5.2.7 Event 180815 (Baton Rouge, LA. August 15, 2018)
Figure 5.10: Baton Rouge, LA. August 15, 2018 (180815)
(a) BR upwards of 50 dbZ penetrating to 6 km (b) ETs maximum of 15 km, though the
occurred on the edge of ET core (c) VILD maximum is 1.8 g/m−3 (d) BV shows a MESO
feature (2) indicating downdraft regions. Event 180815 occurred in an in intense updraft
region of a large quasi-stationary multi-cell in the process of merging with another large
cell. Hail cells detected for 8 minutes (POH: 90; 0.5 inch), with the event occurring 4
minutes prior to the onset of hail and this is the only event that does not occur within 5
minutes of a lightning jump or peak.
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5.2.8 Event 180817 (Baton Rouge, LA. August 17, 2018)
Figure 5.11: Baton Rouge, LA. August 17, 2018 (180817)
(a) BR 45 dBZ extends to 5.5 km (b) ET 12 km (c) Low VILD within radius, but VILD
gr/m−3, (d) BV. Occurs in a multicell non-severe thunderstorm. Hail was detected but
not until 4 minutes after the event. It is possible hail cells were present, but the scan time
of NEXRAD lagged the HDA. This event also did not occur within a lightning jump, but
did have several flashes occur at the time of event.
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5.3 Special Case Thunderstorms
5.3.1 Event 190315 (Baton Rouge, LA. March 15, 2019)
The thunderstorm associated with event 190315 was the only low-altitude, cold weather
thunderstorm in the sample. Additionally, it was the only NEXRAD thunderstorm to occur
in an absence of hail cell and was the only event in Baton Rouge exhibiting low-lighting
frequency. The associated cloud top heights, ET, VILD, lightning kA are all of the lowest
values in the sample and in the case of interpolated median BR, an outlier. Compared
to the other TGF-producing thunderstorms in the sample it appears to be the weakest
thunderstorm associated with a TETRA II event.
Satellite-detected events are typically associated with high-altitude thunderstorms. It
has been suggested that this is due to a detection bias, that is, satellites orbit far above
the atmosphere and taking into account increased attenuation with increased atmospheric
density, events must occur relatively close to the satellite to be detected. If this bias does
not exist, the FOV of Fermi and the RHESSI FOV are limited to tropical and subtropical
latitudes which generally detects thunderstorms with high altitudes due to the extended
troposphere. The detection of event 190315 demonstrates TGFs can occur in relatively
weak thunderstorms with little lightning activity, substantiating the claim that a bias may
exist in the detection of TGFs from satellite, either due to attenuation or FOV.
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Figure 5.12: Baton Rouge, LA. March 15, 2019
(a) BR in dBZ, (b) ET in km, (c) VILD in g/m−3, (d) BV in k/ms.
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5.3.2 Event 170707 (Baton Rouge, LA. July 7, 2017)
Event 170707 was a long-duration outlier event that deviated from the median by 5,292
ms. The event occurred in conjunction with a severe deep-convection quasi-stationary
thunderstorm exhibiting lightning activity, with its core 15 km northeast of TETRA II
in Baton Rouge (Figure 5.13). Though the storm was located outside of the TETRA II
radius, three lightning strokes were detected within 8 minutes and 10 km of TETRA II,
making it conceivable that a potential sferic association occurred within the array FOV,
but went undetected by NLDN.
Generally, events occurring independent of a thunderstorm suggest seed electrons are
from an external source, such as cosmic rays (Dwyer, 2012).
Figure 5.13: (a) BR in dBZ, (b) ET in km, (c) VILD in gr/m−3, (d) BV in k/ms.
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5.4 Interpolated Median
Interpolated medians (IM) are used to quantify thunderstorm features and identify
nuanced thunderstorm convective characteristics. The IM is calculated per event for
each NEXRAD product based on all pixels and pixel fractions within a 3km radius of
a temporally-appropriate radar sweep. This radius is used to justify the uncertainty of the
lightning georeference as well as to consider a larger portion of the thunderstorm cell. Table
5.2 provides the minimum, maximum, and IM pixel value for each radar product per event.
Events that occur in succession within a single thunderstorm are treated as individual
events in the calculations. Results are analyzed in conjunction with visual interpretation
of radar scans and distribution of all values.
Table 5.2: Values of Radar Products per TETRA II Event. IM, minimum, maximum
values of BR, ET, and VILD.
Event BR (dBZ) ET (km) VILD (−3)
IM Min Max IM Min Max IM Min Max
160427 46.31 32.5 54.5 12.2 10.8 13.1 1.59 0.98 1.64
160919 49.50 37.5 60.5 13.8 12.8 16.3 1.05 0.26 2.16
170307 47.58 36 56 10.5 8.2 311.1 0.42 0.36 1.08
170325a 50.5 36.5 61.5 10.9 8.9 10.9 1.08 0.36 3.75
170325bc 53.07 44.5 60 9.7 8.7 10.4 1.29 0.46 2.62
170624abc 47.06 23 54 12.1 7.3 14 1.25 0.1 1.75
180815 48.81 26.5 56.5 13.2 7 14 0.44 0.1 1.8
180817 40.5 17 53.5 10.7 3.5 13.1 0.26 0.05 1.23
190315 37.25 14.5 51 7.5 3 8.8 0.4 0.05 0.46
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Base Reflectivity
BR is used to locate precipitation cores to infer information about the phase of the
thunderstorm cell and intensity or development of an updraft; i.e. a storm with heavy
rainfall will be accompanied by a strong updraft either presently or in the immediate past.
Figure 5.15 shows box and whisker plots (a) and distribution of values (b) for each event.
BR values exhibit a unimodal distribution with minimal interquartile, but reveals two low
level outliers: events 190315 and 180817. Low BR values for 180817 do not represent BR
values for the corresponding cell on the whole, rather it reflects the distance of the event
from the precipitation core (Figure 5.11). Interquartile dBZ values exceed 40 dBZ. Some
thunderstorms have little range (160427, 170325abc) and are associated with high values.
Low BR values for 180817 do not represent BR values for the corresponding cell, rather the
distance from the precipitation core, with the event occurring near the outer edge of the
precipitation core. Generally, the distibution of BR reflects thunderstorms with moderate
to deep convective properties.
Figure 5.14: (a) Box-and-whisker plot for BR (dBZ) for each of the TETRA II TGFs (3
km radius). Vertical lines represent the minimum and maximum ET values. Boxes
represent the 25% to the 75% quartiles, with a horizontal line denoting median values (b)
Histogram of BR (dBZ). The values represent all pixels within the geolocation radius
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Echo Tops
ETs represented by Figure (5.17) exhibit a unimodal distribution with a range of 7.5
km to 13.85 km with the interquartile range above 8 km, which is an altitude indicative
of the mixing layer.Events that make up the 25th percentile account for those occurring
in temperatures <20◦C, where mixing altitudes are lower. The upper and lower whiskers
account for the single Utuado event and the single cold-weather event in Baton Rouge,
respectively. Chronis et. al 2016 suggested Fermi is subject to a detection bias, where the
sensors only detect events with source altitudes above 12 km due to distance of satellites
and resulting effects of attenuation. It is also possible that the detection bias results from
the restricted FOV, as tropical thunderstorms generally occur at high altitudes due to the
high tropopause. TETRA II events do not have information regarding source altitude so it
is inconclusive if low-altitude and high-altitude thunderstorms produce events at difference
altitudes.
Figure 5.15: (a) Box-and-whisker plot for ET (km) for each of the TETRA II TGFs (3
km radius). Vertical lines represent the minimum and maximum ET values. Boxes
represent the 25% to the 75% quartiles, with a horizontal line denoting median values (b)
Histogram of ET. The values represent all pixels within the geolocation radius
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Vertically Integrated Density Layer
VILD is used to infer the water/ice content of a column of air in relation to the height
of the ET. In this case, it is used to infer areas of updraft intensification and regions of
potential cloud polarization via frictional mixing. The distribution of VILD (Figure 5.16)
values is bimodal, with the majority of events occurring in thunderstorms with middle
quartile values <0.5 gr/m−3 and the other majority occurring in thunderstorms with >1
gr/m−3 . Ranges between minimum and maximum VILD values within the radius quantify
the extent of VILD cores. For example, events 170325a range between 0.5 gr/m−3 and 2.54
gr/m−3 with two outliers of >3.5gr/m−3 and event 190315 does not exceed 0.5 gr/m−3.
Radar scans confirm that all events occur within or adjacent to (<1km) updraft cores,
as inferred by the location of ET and VILD maximum (Table 5.2, Table 5.16, Appendix
B). Chronis et al. (2016) reported the lower bound Fermi VILD was 0.54 gr/m−3 and
suggested that this value is a product of a satellite detection bias for high altitude TGFs.
TETRA II events have a similar range of VILD values with the minimum lower bound
being 0.46 gr/m−3 occurring in a low-altitude thunderstorm. The distribution of ETs and
VILD is relatively large in range with only two outliers related to event 170325a, suggesting
that thunderstorms of varying convective characteristics are capable of producing similar
gamma-ray events.
In the case of 170307 VILD values were low at the radar sweep at time nearest the
event, but the next sweep was out of the radius and was not included in the calculation, but
it shows positive hail and higher VILD values, indicating storm intensification between scan
times, which presumably would influence the electric field responsible for the production
of the gamma-ray event.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Box-and-whisker plot for VILD (−3) for each of the TETRA II TGFs.
Vertical lines represent the minimum and maximum ET values. Boxes represent the 25%
to the 75% quartiles, with a horizontal line denoting median values (b) Histogram of
VILD gr/m−3. The values represent all pixels within the geolocation radius.
5.5 Convective Intensification
At the time of each event the thunderstorm cells are near maximum intensification as
exemplified by either the presence of maximum in ice/water content (VILD) or increase in
ETs suggesting events occur in relation to development of updrafts and particle mixing,
regardless of absolute storm height. In some cases, the event occurs just as the updraft
peaks and immediately weakens as in event 170624. In other cases the updraft intensifies
and sustained peaks for several minutes preceding/succeeding the events such is the case for
event 170325abc. During the severe thunderstorm events (160919, 170325abc, 170624abc)
ET max was peaking at the time of event, with duration of peaks varying from 3 minutes
to 20 minutes. Figure 5.17 shows the radar sweeps of ET during and after the three
consecutive Baton Rouge events 170624abc.
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Figure 5.17: Echo Top of Echo Top of Event 170624abcEvent 170624abc. ET max was
peaking at the time of event, indicating event occured during maximum updraft
development.
These results are substantiated by lightning and analysis covered in Chapter 4, as most
events occur in temporal relation to lighting jumps or peaks—regardless of total lighting
activity. With the exception of the single cold weather event (BR-190315), all thunder-
storms in the NEXRAD monitoring zone had hail cells present within 8km and 2 minutes
of events exhibiting a high probability of hail within 2 minutes of each event. Five of these
cells coincided with the potential of severe hail (hail >1 inch in diameter), suggesting a
relationship between the electric field produced by mixed-phase particle collisions in strong
updraft regions. Hail cells are produced in convective storms marked by strong updrafts,
large supercooled liquid water contents, high cloud tops and a sufficient lifetime (Prup-
pacher et al., 2010; Houze Jr, 2014), suggesting polarization of clouds is fundamentally
connected to the depth of the convective cell and the intensity of the updraft. Linear dis-
tance between event geolocations and spatiotemporally nearest hail cell range from <1 km





This dissertation explored implications of the spatiotemporal distribution of upward-
beamed terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) detected via the Fermi satellite and charac-
teristics of thunderstorms producing downward-beamed TGFs detected by TETRA II.
6.1.1 Fermi TGFs
Statistical spatial clustering of Fermi TGFs geocorrelated by sferic associations were
determined using two autocorrelation methods: the Getis Ord Gi* Statistic and the Anselin
Local Moran’s I Statistic. Climate and convective regimes of TGF locations and hotspots
were further assessed using two climate variables that are influential on tropical climate.
Lightning flash rate density (FRD) was used as a proxy for convective regions as lightning
is an indicator of atmospheric instability. Sea surface temperature (SST) was used to to
analyze TGFs produced over oceans, where lightning is typically sparse and to infer climate
characteristics of TGFs produced over coastal regions as convection in these areas is directly
tied to SSTs.
A slight majority of Fermi events (65%) occur over oceans despite receiving only a
fraction of global lightning. Oceanic TGF events also tend to congregate near regions
of maritime and coastal TGF occurrence and only infrequently occur further than 1000
km from land. Additionally, oceanic TGFs generally occur over regions exhibiting warmer-
than-average SSTs (>27◦ C), including the seasonal warm pool regions in the Pacific Ocean,
Atlantic Ocean, and the Caribbean Sea.
Statistically significant TGF hotspots were found in each zone. Africa’s hotspot (Zone
1) is located within Central Africa, also home to the second highest global lightning FRD
hotspot, though only one event occurred in this region. Events occurring outside of the TGF
hotspot or dense lightning region generally occurred near coasts bordering SSTs >27◦ C or
areas heavily influenced by land-sea interactions (Central and West Africa, Madagascar).
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Hotspots are found over the Maritime Continent (Zone 2) and the Isthmus of Panama
(Zone 3) and all events located within 500 km of the coasts with bordering oceans exhibit-
ing SSTs >27◦ C. Despite the presence of large land masses in Zone 2 and Zone 3, hotspots
reside over maritime landscapes, suggesting that there is a connection between the prop-
erties of the atmosphere in these regions and TGF production or detection capabilities.
Thunderstorms in both of these regions are generally dominated by land-sea breeze inter-
actions, where differential heating of land and water causes diurnal reversal of winds and
thermal convection. Southeast Asian thunderstorm activity is also heavily influenced by a
monsoon climate (a larger-scale land-sea breeze). Northern South American thunderstorms
are subject to orographic convection from the Andes Mountains and the majority of the
hotspot TGFs detected over land occurred in Columbia near the coast or at the foothills
of the Andes mountains.
Numerous regions within the tropics produce copious amounts of lightning annually,
however, TGFs do not strictly occur in relation to high FRD, even in TGF hotspot regions.
The majority of oceanic events occur over regions exhibiting negligible to low FRD (<6
fl/km−2 yr−1 ) and land events generally occur in relation to FRD between 10-30 fl/km−2
yr−1 and only 15% of TGFs correspond to pixels of FRD above ≥30 fl/km−2 yr−1. While
some events do occur in relation to global lightning hotspot regions, the ratio of events in
these regions compared to events in regions exhibiting lower FRD suggests that a connection
is not definite.
6.1.2 TETRA II TGFs
TGFs detected at ground level by the TETRA II array were analyzed by the thunder-
storms that produced them. All event-producing thunderstorms were analyzed by lightning
flash characteristics to infer properties of the electric field and phase of updraft develop-
ment. Events occurring in Baton Rouge were analyzed in more detail by NEXRAD radar
scans used to characterize thunderstorms structure and quantify convective features.
Lightning flash rate within event-producing thunderstorms range from sparse (<10
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flashes (fl/min) to dense (42 fl/min), demonstrating that TGFs can be produced in thunder-
storms with varying electric activity. Additionally, the majority of events occurred within
5 minutes of a lightning jump or, in the case of low-flash rate storms, within millisecond-
association of a cluster of lightning. These results strongly suggest a connection between
TGF occurrence and the intensification of the updraft, regardless of flash rate.
TETRA II events within the NEXRAD-monitoring region (Baton Rouge and Utuado)
were produced in thunderstorms ranging from moderate convective multicell to severe squall
line thunderstorms and were in the mature phase of development. Thunderstorm altitudes
range from 8.5 km to 17.7 km, where Splitt et al. (2010) found a tendency for RHESSI
thunderstorm heights to range from 13.6 km to 17.3 km and Chronis et al. (2016) reported
Fermi thunderstorm heights ranging from 14.6 km to 17.8 km. It is generally accepted that
a lack of lower altitude events detected by satellite is attributed to the increased attenuation
photons are subject to before reaching satellite sensors The detection of TETRA II events
occurring in Baton Rouge (170325abc and 190315) substantiate this assertion, as these
thunderstorm heights are lower (8.5 km/10.5 km) than events detected by satellite.
Values of VILD are similar to a sample of Fermi events as analyzed by Chronis et
al. (2016), the lowest bound of maximum VILD in the Fermi sample is 0.54 g/m3 where
the lowest bound for the TETRA II sample was 0.46g/m3, suggesting properties of liq-
uid/ice content are similar for both upward and downward beamed. Furthermore, with the
exception of one low-altitude cold weather thunderstorm, these events also occur within
<8 km and <8 min of a hail cell (0.5–1 inch) suggesting events occurred during updraft
intensification.
6.2 Concluding Remarks
From these results, it can be concluded that while TGFs do occur in the general vicinity
of regions of high lightning FRD, they do not necessarily occur in the highest FRD regions,
nor do they exclusively occur in thunderstorms with high flash rates. TETRA II events
demonstrate that varying thunderstorm structures and convective strengths have properties
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suitable for the production of ground-beamed TGFs with an apparent connection to moist
updraft velocity and/or vertical extent based on the tendency for TETRA II events to
occur within thunderstorm cells with updrafts persisting in the mixed-phase cloud altitude
characterized by high ETs, presence of lightning (jumps, peaks or clusters), and/or the
presence of probable hail (0.5–1 inch).
The low-altitude cold weather storm of moderate convection and low lightning flash rate
reveals that absolute high altitude convection is not a requirement for gamma-ray events,
rather, perhaps the presence of a moist updraft persisting in the temperature-dependent
mixed-phase cloud altitude. This substantiates the claim that a satellite detection bias
favors high altitude thunderstorms and low altitude storms can produce similar events but
cannot be detected at satellite altitude due to attenuation through a dense atmosphere.
FRD alone should not be used as an indicator of probable TGF occurrence, as there may
be another atmospheric or spatial variable responsible for the production and/or detection
of TGFs. Since TGFs tend to cluster near coastal areas and/or regions heavily influenced by
oceans with warmer than average SSTs, an underlying connection is likely. It is possible this
result is related to the tendency for Fermi to be biased toward high altitude thunderstorms,
either because tropospheres are higher in these regions or the properties of the surrounding
atmosphere result in less attenuation of photons This study asserts that the tendency for
TGFs to occur near coastal regions is not a product of spurious associations, but rather an
substantive indication of a preference for coastal thunderstorms or land-sea interactions.
This preference may be related to increased moisture availability from high SSTs, or specific
uplift features (velocity or lower vertical wind shear) and the increased potential for the
mixing of moist updrafts, regardless of specific lightning activity.
Based on the inference of these results, an ideal location for ground-based detection
would be near the foothills of the Andes mountains in northwestern Columbia as this region
is subject to moderate-to-high lightning FRD, consistent influence from warm SSTs, and
orographic uplift and is an active region for Fermi TGFs.
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6.2.1 Future Work
A larger sample of TGF-producing thunderstorms is needed for a comprehensive anal-
ysis related to the thunderstorm characteristics required for TGF production, TETRA II
remains in operation and analysis of future events will continue to be presented.
A comprehensive catalog of climates associated with each individual Fermi event would
be beneficial and can reveal information regarding occurrence in association with local
and synoptic scales, i.e. do events occur during specific phases of monsoon or hurricane
season? Additionally, including data such as SST, FRD, elevation, cloud-top heights and
temperature to existing TGF catalogues would allow for a more in-depth analysis of global
distribution based on climate and topography. With this information, regression analysis
can be performed to resolve spatiotemporal associations by analyzing TGF occurrence
based on dependent variables, i.e., do TGFs occurring in high elevation regions tend to
occur in association with high FRD regions? Do they occur diurnally? Do they occur
nearby areas of fluctuating SST?
Additionally, one noticeable grouping of TGFs, unrelated to spatial clustering, were
detected in Northern Australia. The high number of events compared to other large land
mass regions, suggests a physical connection. Weather radar are freely available in this
region and analysis could be completed over the course of several months. Additionally, a
quick examination shows that one event may have occurred in a ”dry” thunderstorm–that
is, a storm occurring over an arid region where precipitation evaporates before reaching the
ground. The result from this would compliment the inference of the connection to land-sea
interaction as these storms are directly influenced by moisture from the Indian Ocean.
6.2.2 Intellectual Merit
Research pertaining to TGF-producing thunderstorms has been limited by the scarcity
of data, both that of geolocated TGFs to individual thunderstorms and meteorological data.
Presently, there are no definitive answers to the question of what types of thunderstorms
will produce TGFs. Revealing convective characteristic of TGF-thunderstorms occurring
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in latitudes within the FOV of satellites as well as outside expands the base of knowledge
on the subject and has substantiated a consideration for detection biases. Characterizing
the global distribution of satellite-detected TGFs allows for a greater understanding of the
environments conducive to production and opens up new questions related to the influ-
ence of specific climate features and their potential influence on TGF production and/or
detection biases. Additionally, researchers can use this information to make decisions on
placement of ground-detection sensors.
6.2.3 Broader Impacts
High levels of gamma-radiation is dangerous to life and while there is currently no
evidence that TGFs are dangerous to life, there is also no evidence otherwise. Identifying
the geographic regions most likely to produce gamma-rays at ground-level and aircraft
altitudes may allow researchers to establish appropriate locations to study of quantities




Output: Spatial Autocorrelation  
Optimized Hotspot Analysis: Zone 1 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough incidents for analysis.... 
- There are 211 valid input features. 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 4 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the hexagon 
size. 
**************************** Incident Aggregation **************************** 
Creating hexagon mesh to use for aggregating incidents.... 
- Using a hexagon of width 390139.8256 Meters and height 337871.0000 Meters 
Counting the number of incidents in each hexagon.... 
- Analysis is performed on all hexagons containing at least one incident. 
Evaluating incident counts and number of polygons.... 
- The aggregation process resulted in 133 weighted polygons. 
- Incident Count Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       6.0000        
Mean:      1.5865        Std. Dev.: 0.9105 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 960666.8375 
Meters 
***************************** Hot Spot Analysis ****************************** 
Finding statistically significant clusters of high and low incident counts.... 
- There are 30 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- 14.3% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
960666.8375 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
Creating output feature class: C:\Users\pgl\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\Fermin 
Hotspot\Fermi Hotspot.gdb\Fermi_Africa_OHS 
- Red output features represent hot spots where high incident counts cluster. 
- Blue output features represent cold spots where low incident counts cluster. 
 
 
Optimized Hotspot Analysis: Zone 1 
 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough weighted features for analysis.... 
- There are 133 valid input features. 
Evaluating the Analysis Field values.... 
- JOIN_COUNT Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       6.0000        
Mean:      1.5865        Std. Dev.: 0.9105 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 4 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the optimal 
fixed distance band. 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 960666.8375 
Meters 
- Features with no neighbors at this distance were adapted to include their nearest 
neighbor 
************************* Optimized Outlier Analysis ************************* 
Creating the random reference distribution with 999 permutations.... 
Finding statistically significant outliers of high and low values.... 
- There are 28 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- There are 2 statistically significant high outlier features. 
- There are 9 statistically significant low outlier features. 
- There are 0 features part of statistically significant low clusters. 
- There are 17 features part of statistically significant high clusters 
- 16.5% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
960666.8375 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
- Pink output features are part of a cluster of high values. 
- Light Blue output features are part of a cluster of low values. 
- Red output features represent high outliers within a cluster of low values.. 
- Blue output features represent low outliers within a cluster of high values. 




Optimized Hotspot Analysis: Zone 2 
 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough incidents for analysis.... 
- There are 605 valid input features. 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 12 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the hexagon 
size. 
**************************** Incident Aggregation **************************** 
Creating hexagon mesh to use for aggregating incidents.... 
- Using a hexagon of width 343657.3554 Meters and height 297616.0000 Meters 
Counting the number of incidents in each hexagon.... 
- Analysis is performed on all hexagons containing at least one incident. 
Evaluating incident counts and number of polygons.... 
- The aggregation process resulted in 369 weighted polygons. 
- Incident Count Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       7.0000        
Mean:      1.6396        Std. Dev.: 1.0580 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 775370.3350 
Meters 
***************************** Hot Spot Analysis ****************************** 
Finding statistically significant clusters of high and low incident counts.... 
- There are 48 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- 25.5% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
775370.3350 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
Creating output feature class: C:\Users\pgl\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\Fermin 
Hotspot\Fermi Hotspot.gdb\Fermi_Asia_OHS 
- Red output features represent hot spots where high incident counts cluster. 
- Blue output features represent cold spots where low incident counts cluster. 




Optimized Outlier Analysis: Zone 2 
 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough weighted features for analysis.... 
- There are 369 valid input features. 
Evaluating the Analysis Field values.... 
- JOIN_COUNT Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       7.0000        
Mean:      1.6396        Std. Dev.: 1.0580 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 9 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the optimal 
fixed distance band. 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 775370.3350 
Meters 
- Features with no neighbors at this distance were adapted to include their nearest 
neighbor 
************************* Optimized Outlier Analysis ************************* 
Creating the random reference distribution with 999 permutations.... 
Finding statistically significant outliers of high and low values.... 
- There are 16 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- There are 5 statistically significant high outlier features. 
- There are 5 statistically significant low outlier features. 
- There are 0 features part of statistically significant low clusters. 
- There are 6 features part of statistically significant high clusters 
- 29.8% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
775370.3350 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
- Pink output features are part of a cluster of high values. 
- Light Blue output features are part of a cluster of low values. 
- Red output features represent high outliers within a cluster of low values. 
- Blue output features represent low outliers within a cluster of high values. 





Zone 1: Optimized Hotspot Analysis—Output 
 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough incidents for analysis.... 
- There are 525 valid input features. 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 8 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the hexagon 
size. 
**************************** Incident Aggregation **************************** 
Creating hexagon mesh to use for aggregating incidents.... 
- Using a hexagon of width 183593.9215 Meters and height 158997.0000 Meters 
Counting the number of incidents in each hexagon.... 
- Analysis is performed on all hexagons containing at least one incident. 
Evaluating incident counts and number of polygons.... 
- The aggregation process resulted in 330 weighted polygons. 
- Incident Count Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       8.0000        
Mean:      1.5909        Std. Dev.: 1.0896 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 511599.6675 
Meters 
***************************** Hot Spot Analysis ****************************** 
Finding statistically significant clusters of high and low incident counts.... 
- There are 40 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- 14.2% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
511599.6675 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
Creating output feature class: C:\Users\pgl\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\Fermin 
Hotspot\Fermin Hotspot.gdb\AmericasFermi_OHS 
- Red output features represent hot spots where high incident counts cluster. 
- Blue output features represent cold spots where low incident counts cluster. 





Zone 3: Optimized Outlier Analysis—Output 
 
************************** Initial Data Assessment *************************** 
Making sure there are enough weighted features for analysis.... 
- There are 330 valid input features. 
Evaluating the Analysis Field values.... 
- JOIN_COUNT Properties:        Min:       1.0000        Max:       8.0000        
Mean:      1.5909        Std. Dev.: 1.0896 
Looking for locational outliers.... 
- There were 3 outlier locations; these will not be used to compute the optimal 
fixed distance band. 
***************************** Scale of Analysis ****************************** 
Looking for an optimal scale of analysis by assessing the intensity of clustering 
at increasing distances.... 
- The optimal fixed distance band is based on peak clustering found at 511599.6675 
Meters 
- Features with no neighbors at this distance were adapted to include their nearest 
neighbor 
************************* Optimized Outlier Analysis ************************* 
Creating the random reference distribution with 999 permutations.... 
Finding statistically significant outliers of high and low values.... 
- There are 44 output features statistically significant based on an FDR correction 
for multiple testing and spatial dependence. 
- There are 3 statistically significant high outlier features. 
- There are 13 statistically significant low outlier features. 
- There are 4 features part of statistically significant low clusters. 
- There are 24 features part of statistically significant high clusters 
- 17.9% of features had less than 8 neighbors based on the distance band of 
511599.6675 Meters 
*********************************** Output *********************************** 
- Pink output features are part of a cluster of high values. 
- Light Blue output features are part of a cluster of low values. 
- Red output features represent high outliers within a cluster of low values. 
- Blue output features represent low outliers within a cluster of high values. 
Completed script Optimized Outlier Analysis... 
 
NEXRAD SCANS: TETRA II 
 
 
1. Utuado, Puerto Rico. Event 160919 
Event: 160427 (UTC 16:49:25.418) 
 
  
Base Reflectivity  










Base Velocity  
Vertically Integrated Layer Density  
2. Baton Rouge: April 27, 2016 
Event: 160427 (UTC 16:49:25.418) 
  
Base Reflectivity  
Echo Tops: 160427 
  
Base Velocity  
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 160427  
3. Baton Rouge: March 7, 2017 
Event: 170307 (23:34:30.446) 







Base Reflectivity: 170307 
Echo Tops: 170307 
  
Base Velocity: 170307 
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 170307 
4. Baton Rouge: March 25, 2017 (a) 
Event: 170325a (UTC 15:47:15.270) 
Severe Squall Line 
Base Reflectivity: 170325a 




Echo Tops: 170325a 
Base Velocity: 170325a 
5. Baton Rouge: March 25, 2017 (bc) 
Event: 170325a (UTC 16:02:12.737) 







Base Velocity: 170325bc 




Base Velocity: 170325bc 
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 170325bc 
6. Baton Rouge: June 24, 2017 
Events: 170624a, 170624b, 170624c 




Base Reflectivity: 170624abc 




Base Velocity: 170624abc 
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 170624abc 
7. Baton Rouge: August 15, 2018 




Base Reflectivity: 180815 
Echo Tops:  180815 
  
Figure 1. NEXRAD Vertically Integrated Layer Density—Event 180815.  
Base Velocity: 180815 
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 180815 
8. Baton Rouge: August 17, 2018 






















Base Reflectivity 180817 
Base Reflectivity 180817 
  
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 180817 
Base Velocity: 180817 
9. Baton Rouge, Louisiana: March 15, 2019 

























Base Reflectivity: 190315 
Echo Tops: 190315 
 
 
Vertically Integrated Layer Density: 190315 
Base Velocity: 190315 
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